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Murray, Ky.., Wednesday Afternoc February 23, 1977 15' Per Copy
TWO-TIME WINNER—Jeff Raspberry, 17, a-senior at Calloway County High School, setwid from, lwtd th,r
trophies he won after taking first place in both youth divisions of the 17th annual West Kentucky Barrow show Tuesday at
Murray State University. His entry shown here also was runnerup in the Grand Champion competition. Assisting him with
the trophies is Gordon Henshaw, extension agent in Carlisle County, while Dr. Charles Chaney, Murray State professor,
and Ray Skinner, Mayfield, are orrthe right Sixty-three animals wereentered in the four classes of the show.
Local Youth Exhibits Prize
Winning Animals At Showing
A 220-pound crossbred hog owned and
exhibited by Bill Cooper, Route 1,
LaCenter, was judged Grand Champion
of the 17th annual West Kentucky
Barrow Show at Murray State
University Tuesday. "
Cooper's animal also won first place
in the  adult lightweight competition to 
qualify for the Grand Champion_
Judging.- A 1972 graduate of the
university, Cooper operates a hog farm
in Ballard County along with his father„
John F. Cooper, and abrother, Benny.
They keep 110 sows and feed their pigs
through to market.
Jeff Raspberry, 17, a senior at
Calloway County High School,
exhibited the firsl-place animals in both
the youth lightweight and heavyweight
classes. He won the lightweight com-
petition with a 210-pound crosspred
barrow, and his 220-pound crossbred
animal not only won the - youth
heavyweight class,, but also was run-
nerup lo the Cooper hog for the grand
championship.
The son of Mr. and WS. Gerald
Raspberry, Route 2, Hazel, young
Raspberry buys a few hogs each year
from D. B. Grubbs of Hazel and raises
them for the show. This year, he en-
tered three animals, the third placing in
the youth lightweight class.
The top hog in the adult heavyweight
class was shown by Jim Keith from the
Carl Keith & Son Farm, Route 2,
Hickory. It was a 235-pound Duroc. The
Keiths keep 60 registered Duroc sows,
feed their hogs through to market and
are new starting a registered Hamp-
shire herd of sows.
Sixty-three animals were entered in
the four divisions of the show, the adult
classes of which were open to the
public. Twenty others failed to qualify
for the showings. In the lightweight
Two Sections-22 Pages
-Council May Buy Fleet
Of Cars For Patrol Duty• -
The policeconunittee of the Murray 'Would be required to carry their. own other Western Kentucky applications
-Conunon Council is expected to make a insurance on the cars.
retonunendation concerning a plan to 
be denied.
The patrolmen will be allowed to use Chief Manning said .that the city
purchase a fleet Of cars for the Murray the cars as a -second car" in off duty presently has enough radio equipment
Police 'Department at the regular hours but only within the confines of to outfit, the 21 cars, even without the
Thmeuertsindga;,of the council at 7:30 p.m. Calloway County. Each car will be grant money. He said that the depar-
marked and will be equipped, with tment could utilize "handi-talkies,"
The plan was outlined for, the council police hts. - _  Jaortable,fiand-held, radios, in the cars.-
- meinbers at a re-ci1jession chief Manning said that the-city has The chief also said that grant money
held Tuesday afternoon, applied for a ,grant through the Pur- for communications equipment may be
Police Chief Brent Manning teld the Clia'Se Krea -Development -DiStr-i-cl- available to the city through the Public
clouncil that the plan calls for the WADI)) for funding for new mobile Safety Commission.
purchase of 21 cars by the city to radios for the unit.
replace the six cars currently in use. 
The police confaittee is studying
Members of the PADD board were Manning's report 'prior to making its
The six cars currently used by the informed earlier this _week. however. „reco mem-11100E1Jan the proposal at the
force are driven by all shifts, 24-hours that the state Department of Justice. Thursday night meeting.
each day. Manning said the 21 cars plans to recormw4..to the Kentucky Other itemS to be discussed ,by the
would be drideir by individual Chine Council, which reviews all iip- Council Thursday include:
patrolmen, both on duty and off duty. plications from throughout the state,
The police chief estimated that the that the grant for Murray and five Page 
COUNCIL12,eoL 4
cit.y would actually be saving money by
purchasing the 21 cars because he
predicted that they would be in service
for a full three years. Currently patrol
cars are replaced about every nine
rnonlhs to a year.
Nlanning, said that the additional cars
on the street would also be an added
deterrent to crime in the city.
Manning told the council that under
one estimate it would cost the city
$101.256.54 to continue on -the six car
basis presently used fot the next three
years. He said this figure does not take
into consideration an increase in price
of )-(1,,e.--w;e replacement) od:earic cars eme  over the
th 
fk saidthe total cost of the 21-vehicle
classes, the animals ranged in weight
from 200 to 220 pounds, while-INC
heavyweight classes ranged from 220 to
240 pounds.
The animals will be slaughtered
today at the Reelfoot Packing Co. in,
Union City, Tenn., and the carcasses
graded and judged. A banquet, during
which awardf-will-be presented for both
the on-foot and carcass judging, will be
held Feb. 24 at the university.
Judging the on-foot competition was
Alvin Tingle, Eimnence, while Dr. York
Varney, meat extension specialist at
the University of Kentucky, will judgc
the carcasses.
The show is sponsored jointly each
year, by. the .Kentucky DepartMent of
Agriculture's Division of Fairs and
Shows, the agriculture department at
Murray State, and the vocational
agriculture teachers and extension
workers in the area.
John Dean To Speak Monday
As 'Insight' Guest On Campus
John Dean, a key figure in the
Watergate ,scanclal that led to the
resignation of former. President
Richard M. Nixon, will speak at
Murray State University on Monday
evening.
Dean, chief counsel to Nixon from
1970 to 1973, will appear at 8 p. m. in
Lovett Auditorium as the second of four
speakers in the Insight Lecture Series
sponsored by the Student Government
Association.
Murray State Students with iden-
tification cards will be admitted at no
charge while all other persons will be
admitted for 50 cents each.
During the 1973 Watergate hearings
in the U. S. Senate, Dean implicated
-Nixon with testimony that the former
inside today
president was part of a Conspiracy to
cover up high-level involvement in the
breakin at the Watergate Hotel on June
17, 1972.
He became the first high ranking
member of the White House staff to
-testify about staff meetings and
planning sessions both before anti after
the burglary of Democratic Party
National Headquarters in the
Washington, D. C. Watergate complex.
Included in the testimony given by
Dean was an account 11 a meeting- in
the office of attorney general John
Mitchell during which plans were
discussed for bugging Democratic
headquarters.
A graduate of the Georgetown
University Law School, the Ohio native
Your washing machine is on the blink. You've com-
plained to the store and written to the manufacturer.
. Nothing helped. What next?   Find out on Page 13,
Column 'four.
Murray High. and Calloway County-high both post wins
in local basketball action. The storiesand photos are on
Pages Eight and Nine.
Prospective borrowers. may find money more plentiful
these days, but no cheaper See the story on interest
rates on Page 12.




intense tonight. Cooler with a few
lingering showers Thursday.
Lo As tonight near, 50. Highs
Thuisday in the .40s to mid













served as assistant director of the now -
defunct National Commission on
Reform Of Federal Criminal Laws
before he was hired by Attorney
General Richard Kleindienst in 1969 as
a liaison between the Justice Depart-
ment and Congress. He succeeded John




The Calloway County Sheriff's Office
has charged two juveniles in connection
With vandalism to an automobile, ac-
cording to reports from the juvenile
probation officer's office.
The juveniles were charged with
third degree criminal mischief. and
released to the custody of their parents.
—They were taken into custody_ in con-
nection with throwing _paint on an
automoth-le, according to local officials.
Thy' Were ages 10 and 13.
City School
Board To Meet
The Murray City School Board will
meet in regular session Thursday night
at seven p.m., according to a release
today from the Superintendent's office.
Supt. Fred Schult said several items
twill be on, the -agenda, including _a
review of the bids on the Murray Middle
School renovation, which will be opened
at noon Thursday; a report from
Margaret Franklin on the instructional
program; a review of a court order by
the Calloway County Fiscal' Court
conce ing in lieu. of tax Money; a
request-by the classes" of 1974 and 1975
concer ing fund balances; personnel
recommendations, and a\ report by the
Stipetiffterident Oflr vocational
1 etincation.
nit,riey normally budgeted for police
(drs each year would be enough to pay
kr .the ears and that no additional funds
uauld be necessary.
He estimated a total savings of ap-
eroximately $3,800 to the city over the
sthree-year period.
IVI&nning explained that the
patrolman assigned to a car would be
responsible for regular maintenance of
the vehic(e. He said the Patrolmen
MSU Jazz Band Is Awarded Second
Place Award At Memphis Festival
it)... to himself and all mayoral
candidates to advance and give the
information to the proper authorities so
it can be investigated," Carroll said..
"I seriously doubt that he has any
information," Carroll added.
Congressman Hubbard was tied up in
committee meetings this morning arid
unavailable folt. comment on the
matter.
Gov. Carroll said he has not talked to
Hubbard about the Matter and that he
"doet not intend to: -
Murray State University's jazz band
was -awarded th7 second place trophy
over the weekend in the Class A (large
university) eompetition of the Memphis,
State Collegiate Jazz Festival.
The. 20-member band directed by
Raymond Conklin and Robert Scribner
was one of 10 selected by pre-audition
tape to play in two classes of com-
petition as a culmination of Jazz Week
at Memphis State. The Class A winner
was& University of Alabama.
Susan Miget of Perryville. MO.,.
freshman electric bass player with the
Murray State jazz band, Was awarded a
National Association of Jazz Educators
Outstanding Performance Citation
during the festival.
Judges in the competition were: Neil.
..
JAZZ BAND WINS AWARD—Murray State University's 20-member jazz bind won second place in the large university
competition of the Memphis State Collegiate Jazz festival during the weekendi. Directed by Raymond Conklin and Robert
\
DiScrib er, the jazz band will compete ckhring the coming weekend in Elmhurst tollege's Mid-West College jazz festival in
Eboh rst, Ill. Susah Miget (left foregrouhci), a Perryville. Mo., freshman, was awarded a citation by‘the National, Association
jar fducatOrs at Memphis State for her perfOrmance on the-electric bass. She will also perfor4 as a vocall.oioist in the
Minh u retest ix;a I. .. 
Slater, a faculty member in jazz studies
at the University of Bridgeport and a
widely known jazz pianist, composer,
and arranger; Jerry Coker, a faculty
member at the University of Tennessee
who has played saxophone with the
bands of Woody Herman, Los Elgart,
and Stan Kenton; and Mark Blumber,
professional composer and arranger.
Jazz studies were integrated into the
music curriculum at Murray State foilf_
years ago. Students who play in the two'
jazz bands and two jazz combos on the.
campus earn academic credit for their
participation.
The jazz band at Murray State is one
of 15 selected by pre-audition tape to
compete in Elmhurst College's Mid-
West 'College Jazz Festival in
Elmhurst, Ill., Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday, Feb. 25-26-27. It will compete in
three categories - band, combo; and
vocal.
Festival judges at Elmhurst willbe:
Jamey Abersold, saxophonist and jazz
improvisationist who is currently
_ teaching at _ Indiana University
---14outheast and Ballarmine College;
Louie Benson, a drummer on the NBC
Tonight Show who has also played with
Benny Goodman, Harry James,
Tommy Dorsey,. and Count Basie; and
Dan Morganstern, director of the
- Institute of Jazz Studies at Rutgers




First District Rep-Carroll Hubbard's
charges that the state Democratic
Party had pressed strip-mine owners
for contributions have been labeled as
ridiculous by Gov. Julian Carroll.
"In all honesty, if I had known how
ridiculous they were, I probably
wouldn't have taken them as seriously
as I did at the time," Carroll-is reported
to have said in an interview yesterday. •
fleet, including maintenance for the Hubbard said in Lexington last week
thret,- vear,pe od, has been estimated- , that the Contributions were to be.used to
as $122.569.20. He said a conservative support an unnamed -candidate in the
estrntate-of the resale- v-alue of the cars Le'.0fIgilm maYe'ral race.. -- The governor- said he will not "slap
at the end-orthe three-year period Gov. Carroll learned of the charges the congressman's hand" for the
would be $25,200 leaving an actual cost while on a 10-day business and pleare statements made in Lexington. -1 think
to thc ity of $97369.20. trip in California. He immediately he's doing a right good job of slapping
I be chief said that the amount of ordered state Attorney General Robert his own hand," Carroll said.
Stephens to investigate the allegations. The governor, who was interviewed
Gov. Carroll has said that he will not by a reporter for the Louisville Courier-
withdraw the probe because of his Journal, would not speculate on Hub-
"constant rule" not to cover up any bard's motive. .
allegation and- see that each- one ts- public officials have-W-1We wIth-
sufficiently explored, their public acts, Gov. Carroll Said.
"I haven't talked to anybody since I "And he Hubbard) is going to have
got back.. .who thinks he has any in- to stand up at some point and say he
formation at all," Carroll was quoted as made the, statement without basis of
saying. fact or that 'here -are the facts,"
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assistance will be offered
from 2:30 to five pp. in Room
206, Stewart Stadium, MSU.
For information call 762-4193.
Workshop on sculpture
blacksmithing will be at 7:30
p. m. in Room 42a, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, MSU. For
information call 762-6938.
Thursday, February 24
Carter School Cub Scout
Pack 57 will have its Blue and
Gold banquet at'the school at
6:30 p. m.
Zeta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
the club house at 7:30
, 
Southwest Calloway • PTC
will, meet at the school at
seven p. m.' with program by
Jane Cothran's sixth grade.
Boosters Club of Sandy
Coleman Twirling Academy























Thursday, February 24 •
The Murray Magazine Club
will have a luncheon at the
Murray Woman's Club House
at one p. m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for senior citizens with
devotion at 10:05 a. m., lunch
at noon, and table games at
one p. m.
Foreign Language Festival
for regional high school
students will be from 9:30 a.
in. to. 2:15 p.m. in the Beshear
Gym, MSU Student Center.
Call 762-2501, Dr. Howard
Keller, for information.
Friday, February 25
Kentucky Lake Chapter of
National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
will meet at the WOW
.Executive Room at 9:30 a. m.
with Rep. Kenneth Imes as
speaker.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held. Call 753-9725 by
9:15 for morning shopping and
by 11:30 for afternoon shop-
ping.
Lunch for senior citizens
will be served at North Second
Center at twelve noon with
game day to follow.
Exhibitions of a three-
dimensional exhibition by
Mary Handshy, Springfield,
Ill., a graphics exhibition by
Mike Buckingham, Louisville,
and a painting exhibition by
Anthony W. Dotson,
Hopkinsville, will open in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU,




Woman's Club, will meet for
its noon luncheon at the club
house.
Scholarship auditions for
high school students planning
to major in music at MSU will
begin at nine a. m. in Farrell




by MSU Horsemanship Club,
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I Ends Tonitel
"Shout At The Devil" (PG)
The More Trouble He Gets Into,
the Funnier Me Gets.
JACK GENEVIEVE
LEMMON BUJOLD
I 7:30 Only 1
i Held Over!
5th Big Week!
641 N Central LIT



























By Abigail Van Buren
1977 Dy Ctocapo ThOwnir-N V' Punts Synd
DEAR ABBY: This letter was prompted by the letter
from the artist who was "burned up" when people asked
her how long it took to paint a pain.ting- as if the worth of
the painting could be figured by an hourly wage.
In our prote-s-sron am 'a locksmith) we encounter the
same thing. Some tasks take us only a few minutes, and our
custorners_complain because of the prices we charge-not
realizing that the cost is not unreasonable considering the
years it took us to learn our trade. That is true of many
professions, particularly law and medicine, which require
years of study, hard work and dedication.
N.J.M., THIBODAUX, LA.
DEAR N.: Your message reminds me of the following
story:
A wealthy woman asked a famous millinery designer to
design a hat for her. He placed a canvas form on her head,
and in eight minutes with a single piece of ribbon, he cre-
ated a beautiful hat right before her eyes.
The matron was delighted. "How much will that be,"
she asked.
"Fifty dollars," he replied.
"Why, that's outrageous," she said, "It's only a piece of
ribbon!"
The milliner quickly unraveled the ribbon and, handing
it to her, said, "Madame, the ribbon is free!"
DEAR ABBY: I gave birth to three babies in 25 months
and one week. Dates of birth are: July 19, 1956. June 2, 1957
and August 26, 1958. 
,
I was wondering if I've broken a record.
BUSY MOM: JONESBORO, ILL.
DEAR BUSY: Perhaps a mother who has delivered
twins or triplets may have topped you, but for individual
births, I'd say you were out in front-again.
DEAR ABBY: I am really fed up with hotel maids who
'find a penny on the dresser and assume that it was left as a
''tip." A perm is about as valuable as a bobby pin these'
days. - ' -
When. I pay for a hotel room (and it's not cheap these
days), lhave a right to expect maid service, elevator ser-
vice, and lights, and plumbing that work. If a maid does an
extra service for me, I give her a tip. I assume she gets a
salary for the work she.does, same as the typist who types
my hotel reservation confirmation. Does anyone tip HER?
TIPPED TO DEATH
DEAR TIPPED: Agreed! Everyone should be paid a
living wage so n000dy would NEED to depend on tips to
stoke ends meet. Unfortunately, that's not the way it Is,
and most people are aware of it. Now, If only we could
figure out a way either to do away with tipping or to get
over the feeling of guilt when we don't tip.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please
Mrs. George Hart Gives Program At
PEO Luncheon Held At Major Home
"Women in Cater Com-
munications" was the subject
of Mrs. George S. Hart's
discussion for members of
Chapter M of P. E. 0.
Saturday, February 19, at the
home of Mrs. William Major.
The speaker was presented by
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette,
program chairman.
"People have a way of
communicating even though
you may have never met them
personally," said Mrs. Hart,
former editor of the Murray
Ledger and Times and
MeMAHAN GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Fticki Mc-
Mahan, Box 8814, Catalina
Rural Branch, Tucson,
Arizona, are the parents of a
baby girl, Leearui Pauline,
weighing six pounds ten
ounces, born at a hospital at
Tucson on Friday, February
18.
They_ have another
-aiiigliter, Jennifer, age three.
Mrs. McMahan is the former
Deborah Crotzer, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy F. Crotzer
of I/103i Willow Wood Way,
Jetfersontown, Ky., and the
granddaughter of Mrs. Ola
Burkeen of Almo and the late
Barnes Burkeen.
presently writing a column,
"Observations," for the
paper.
Mrs. 'Hart based her
remarks on women per-
sonalities from newspapers,
'magazines, government,
television and stage. She
described characteristics of
various prominent women and
expressed her likes and
dislikes.
From a wide selection of
personalities she included
Barbara Walters, Rosalyn
Carter, Shirley Temple Black,
Pat Nixon, Barbara Jordon,
Lady Bird Johnson, Taylor
Caldwell, Patricia Harris,
Margaret Truman Daniels
and a number of other
nationally known women.
After the delightful lun-
cheon served by Mrs. Major
and Mrs. Olga Freeman, the
regular business meeting Was
conducted by Mrs. Freeman,
president. The devotion was
given by Mrs. Harry M.
Sparks who used part of the
28t11 chapter, 95 St. Mark.
The next meeting will be
with Mrs. Morgan Sisk March
7 at 7:30 p. m.
ROBERTSON BOY
Dr. and Mrs. Charles
Stewart Robertson, Jr., of
Prestonsburg are the parents
of a baby boy, Stewart Elias,
weighing six pounds thirteen
ounces, born at the Pikeville
Methodist Hospital on Wed-
nesday, February 16.
The new father teaches
physics and math at
Prestonsburg Community
College and Mrs. Robertson is
an assistant librarian there.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Charles S. Robertson, Sr., 104
North 17th Street, Murray,
and Mr. and Mrs. A. R.,
Dockrey, St. Cloud, Pia.
Vows To Be Redd
Miss Sandra liarie Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson of Louisville announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Sandra Marie, to David Eugene Alexander of Lexington, son of
Dr. and Mrs. Rex E. Alexander of Murray.
Miss Wilson is a 1976 graduate of Murray State University
and teaches at theAngela Meria Girls' School in Louisville.
Mr. Alexander is a 1975 Summa Cum Laude graduate of
Murray State University and is a Certified Public Accountant
with Ernst and Ernst, Lexington.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, June 18, at two
p.m. at the St. Lawrence Catholic Church in Louisville with a
reception to follow the ceremony. All friends of the couple are
invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
Nutrition Hints Listed By
Dairy Program Director
Special hints on nutrition
and foods have been prepared
by Bonnie S. Davenport,
Program Director, Dairy and
Food Nutrition Council,
Paducah, as follows:
Most foods contain more
than one nutrient, but no one
food contains all nutrients in
the amounts recommended
for optimum health. For this
reason, it's wise to choose a
wide variety of foods each
day. The nutrients of all of
them will combine and work
;for you (as a team), helping to
keep you in good shape and
feeling vital.
FIU are a chief source of
energy, and of some vitamins.
But that's not all. Fats make
our foods more appetizing.
They also delay the time your
stomach takes to empty. This
makes meals "stick to your
ribs" and you don't have to eat
again as soon. So, if you
control total calories, fats can
help in weight control.
Research shows the best
diet for physical performance
contains about 15 per cent of
the calories from protein, 40
per cent from fat, and 45 per
cent from carbohydrates.
Since this is what the average
American eats every day,
athletes don't need special
dietary supplements, just
regular wholesome meals.
Here are some dollar-
stretching ideas: Slightly
stale leftover slices of bread
will be refreshed if you butter
them or sprinkle them with
cheese, then brown them
under the broiler. Buy fresh
fruits and vegetables in
season if they're less ex-
pensive than frozen or canned.
And save vegetable juices for
soups and gravy-making.
Yee Awed nourishment to
start a new day at high ef-
ficiency. Breakfast helps
avoid that fatigue and laxness
that can hit the breakfast
skipper in the late morning.
You'll.bealoreelectetaohool,
at work, or at home if you eat
breakfast. Teenagers,
especially, should not skip
breakfast.
Your teeth are living
structures, even though
portions of them are not. The
dentine and enamel are inert.
But your teeth also contain
blood vessels and nerves.
Also, your jawbone is a living
structure, dependent upon
good .nutrition — especially
calcium, phosphorus and
Vitamin D. These nutrients







Ralph Hawkins, Jr., 406 W.
Oak St., Mayfield, Charles B.
Martin, Jr., Rt. 7, Murray
Mrs. Sondra G. Pogue and
Baby Girl, 612 Fairland St.,
Murray, Mrs. Patty L. Ken-
nedy and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tn., L. D. Workman,
200 S. 9th., Murray, Bob W.
Houghton, Rt. 6, Murray, Fred
P. Stalls, 409 N. 6th., Murray,
Andrew C. Harrell, 1801
Gatesborough, Murray, Miss
Lynne M. Hofmann, 1812
Aberdeen, Louisville, Robert
Hoke, Rt. 1, Murray, Michael
D. Roberts, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Miss Mary B. Corrigan, 2410
Brighton, Louisville, Mrs.
Ginny L. Dalton, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Wanda F.
Thompson, Rt. 1, Limo, Mrs.
Qela A. Bennett, Rt. 2,
Murray, Orville E. Boyd, 1704
W. Olive, Murray, Mrs. Hazel
P. Locke, Hale Tr. Ct. No. 56,
Murray, Mrs. Susie Easley,
403 N. 5th., Murray, Mrs.
Nellie M. Burkeen, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Anna M.
Frerichs, 254 Riviera Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Helen E.
Hargrove, E-10.Fox Meadows,
Murray, Floyd Sutherland, 300
W. 8th., Benton, Miss Thelma
1.15eumett,-RtZ141111'tiy, Mgr —
Ora J. Cable (expired), Rt. 1,
Hazel, Ben Waldrop (ex-
pired), Rt. 1, Dexter.
f3rovidence Club Ileets _4t Herndon
Home; Mrs. Pittman Honored
The home of Gail Herndon
was the scene of the meeting
of the- New Providence
Homemakers Club held on
Tuesday, February 8, at one p.
m. with the president, Karen
filousden, presiding, and the
secretary, Patsy Pittman,
calling the roll with twelve
members answering with
"How My Heart Feels
Today."
Plans were made to send
Valentine candy to Mavis
Elkins, a member who is ill in
Houston, Texas. Reports were
given by Jackie Herndon,
housing chairman, and June
Curd, home management
chairman.
The devotion on "I: Good
Housekeeper" with scripture
from Titus 2:5 was given by
Syrtis Puckett.
Due to the cancellation of
the January meeting, lesson
srieets on "Etiquette" were
given to the members.
Jackie Herndon presented




Wanda Henry was hostess
for the meeting of the Coun-
tryside Homemakers Club
held at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord on Tuesdl,y,




The lesson on "Land-
licaping" was postponed until
the March meeting when
Larry Bartlett from the
University will be the special
speaker- .
"Trends In Home Fur-
nishings" was the minor
lesson presented by Wanda
Henry,
The devotion was given by
Marie Wyatt. Lunch was
served at the noon hour.
Other members present
were Wanda Barrett, Carolyn
Enoch, Robbie Hale, Sheila
McGinnis, Debbie Shapla, and
Beverly Vance.
The next meeting will be
held March 8 with Debbie
Shapla.
Refinishing," during which
she gave very informative
hints and ideas.
The recreation was led by
Wanda Osbron with Sylvia
Puckett winning the prize.
A special feature of the day
was the surprise baby shower
given in honor of Patsy Pitt-
man.
Valentine refreshments
were served by Mrs. Herndon.
Others present were Opal
Shoemaker, Dorval Hendon,
Iva Mae Allbritten, Debbie
Housden, and Deedy Dunn.
Four children present were
Jay Paul Herndon, Amy
Bailey, Antonia and Trice
Reid Dunn. 1
The next meeting will be
held.Tuesclay, March 1, at one
p. m. at the home of Karen
Housden.
SWEETHEART - Pictured
above is the Farmington
Chapter of Future'farmers of
America Sweetheart, Miss
Donna Usher. She is the
daughter al Mr. ant Mrs. Ray
Usher of route 6, Mayfield.




Bridge and canasta players
are reminded to make up
tables and make reservations
for the card party luncheon to
be held Tuesday, March 1, by
the Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club at the
elub house at 12:30 p. in.
Reservations may be made
by calling Billie Hall 753-7886,




A New Dimension In
Downtown Shopping!
*Southeast Corner of The Court Square
*Hardbacks *Paperbacks
*Gifts





- All Winter Dresses -
Less Than 1/2 Price
All Winter & Long






Less Than 1/2 Price
See Our
Moo o " gInf) Rack
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Members of the Twin Lake— I. t:apicf ot the *National EsecutivieHousekeepers look on
as Don - Hancock denion.tr it, .1 new product recently made available to the.,..
housekeepers. Louesa Exer_utive Housekeeper at_Murray...-Callaway _
County Hospital and Conkalet_en: Di‘ision, was._bpstess for the February meeting of
the chapter held at Murras -( alk )w r ounty. flbital. Inckided in the picture are
Evelyn Palmer, Hopkins‘illt. right. anti ( harles Lindsey, Owensboro.
Housekeepers Chlrpter Has
ileeting At The Hospital
The Twin lakes Chapter of ,!,,•fltdtiol of new
the National- Execut.‘ e Usi'rii. ping employees, the
Housekeepers recently held ,i.entatiJn-emphasized
its February meeting at. u,(4__. myr,:nt role of the
Murray-Calloway County t.1. '.-1, . per in maintaining a
Hospital and Convalescent c , .- ,,tractive, germ-free
Division. t,,,,,ntiat environment.
Loueva Mathis, Executive " . ,.,,t. ,.1 instructions of the
Housekeeper at M ur -
Calloway County Hospital
was the hostess for the !,..:-
cheon meeting. Housekeeper,,
from hospitals, nursi -
homes, and motels in the P.4,,
Lakes District were preser
the meeting.
A slide pre.sentat
produced by and for tL,








t..t I've of Thompson
0. . Concluded the
grain with a
demonstration
 floor -care. _
- as other,
! s available for the
iii•untbly meeting
: k,n Lakes Chapter is
for March 1 at
State Resort Park.
A PIZZA "Plf"










'II cup warm 0.atin





1 lb groJnd tor'
brmwned Or -t no:
One 16-cc cs -l-
tomator,
One .6-ot









--- For tc.,-p-;57,1. • t'
user
































Murray FBLA Has Breakfast
For The Aditi.is-my Commitive
The, Future Business
Leaders of America at the
Murray Vocational Education
Center honored the FBLA —
Business and Office Advisory
Committee with a breakfast at




students attending were Gail
Brame, Debbie Brooks, Vicki
Chadwick, Steve Cooper,
Lucretia Crawford, Rhonda
eight a. m. on Wednesday, Darnell, Douglas Edwards,
Februarf 9. --7111 Falwell, Mar ene- erre
Ad xlsory r.oinmittee -Cathy Oeurik nonnie_Gibson.
members pre Tommy Gina Jackson, Tony McClure,
Rushing, chairman, Macon Krista Maupin, Chris Mon-
Blankenship, Marvin Harria—tgomer-y, Janet Murdock,
Charlotte Barker, Jim Tammy Outland, Tammy
Lawson, Anna Ruth Harris, Overby, Candace Ramsey,
and Martha E. Crawford and Carla Ramsey, David Scott,
Brenda C. Nix. Donna Snuth, Sandra Stom,
Carla Ramsey, president, VtiteNV. 4tone, Irina Swift,
welcomed the advisory Renee -Thompson, Tina
committee members who Thompson, Mitzi Todd, Pam
were present and thanked Todd, Melody Travis, Debra
them for serving as corn- Tucker, and Cindy Vance.
inittee members. Advisory committee
Candace Ramsey, FBLA members present were,
Week r _AWIsairitiaan, presentect,latskia_
each of the committee Harris, Charlotte Barker,
Anna Lth_Ltlarria.Jiznmembers a gift expressing the
chapter's appreciation for
their time, advice, and sup-















Among those attending the breakfast -held by di* MIKA at 111*-Mintay Vocational
Education Center honoring the FBLA—Business and Office Advisory Committee were,
left to right, standing, Candace Ramsey, Tommy Rushing, Anna Ruth Harris, seated,
Marvin Harris, Jim Lawson, and Charlotte Barker.
During Thurman's Semi-Annual Sale,
we are offering savings from















Regular $459.95 Per Set
SAVE SAVE
$100"Per Set
Here's a real investment in total rest total comfort - total luxury
and a great oppottunity to take the pressure off the old budget..
Not just one or two - but threeoutstanding JAMISON sets from
which to choose during this-limited beckilng event.
Come on in for a fantastic RETURN ON YOUR MONEY and
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Prices Good Thurs., Feb. 24 thru Wed. March 2, 1977
Savings /I/tuttgoty




Folgers 1 lb Can Sweet Sue
Coffee 20'
































5 oz. Save 22'
With Our Coupon Below 3
Cash Give Away
Register each time you
are in the store for the




•Nothing to Buy 'No Cards To Punch •All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawitvg-Wa51.:,
nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thurstlay
Morning.
.Emplu>ees uf Parkers and their FallilileS not eligible to win .AdulLs










































In Order To Do Our Part To




































































Cheese, Sausage, Hamburger, Pepperoni
Pizza Reg. Size %I
Frosty Acres
French Fries 2401. Bag 59'
Frosty Acres
Baby Limas




6 oz. Bag 394
Prairie Farm
Butter Milk







Kraft 2 lb. Box
Save 46'













Good Only At Parkers
"If You Matc S ur P ua ity... ' ou on t eat I ur ' rice
Downtown Shopping Center
20'
1 lb. Can With This
Comm,
_ Offer Expires 3-2-17...
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hEARTI.IN
HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose Is to
answer questions and solve problems -
fast. If you have a question or a
problem aot answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped,. self-addressed envelope. The
'most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a 63-year-old
widow. I have been a widow for four
years. I draw a Social Security widow's
check and a private pension,. 1 do some
volunteer work at a local hospital, yet
this does not keep me extremely busy. I
would be extremely interested in a pen
pal club, but not one where they try to
match you up with another partner.
Can you help me? Mrs. L. F.
'ANSWER: Heartline has its own pen
pal club called "Heartline's American
60 Club." This club is exclusively for
people over 50. It has thousands of
members throughout the country. Your
literature for this club has already been
sent to you.
Anyone interested in joining this club
can write for complete information to:
Headline American 60 Club, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Please include a long, self-
addressed, stamped envelope.
HEARTLINE: I am 66 years old and I
am receiving Social Security- and
Supplemental Security Income
benefits. I am planning on moving to a
different state. Will I be eligible for S. S.
I. benefits in another state? S. K.
A_NSWER: Many data( PaY a second
supplement in addition to what the
federal goverrurtent is now paying. If
you are now living in a state that pays a
supplement andlnove to one that does
not, you could possibly lose your S. S. I.
benefits. But, if you are living in a State
that does not pay a supplement and
niove to one that does, your S. S. I.
benefits would be increased.
HEARTLINE: I am 66 year; old and I
' have been drawing railroad retirenient
benefits for two years. Do I have to pay
taxes on my railroad retirement
benefits? L. F.
ANSWER: Regular railroad
retirement and survivor annuities and
any lump sum benefits are not subject
to federal or state income taxes and
they should not be listed on your tax
return. However, if you are receiving a
supplemental annuity paid under the
Railroad Retirement Act, you must list
this along with other taxable income on
your federal income tax return.
The U. S. Railroad Retirement Board
will send all annuitants a form showing
the total amount of supplemental an-
nuity payments received in 1976. In the
opini,on of the Board's Legal Bureau,
the supplemental annuity is considered
exempt from state income taxes.
''' ' •''
-10 Years Ago 20 Years Ago
Euel Michael Rose, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Euel Rose, was the only person
from Calloway County to be inducted in
the February draft call, according to
Mrs. Gussie Adams, chief clerk of
Local Board No. 10 of the Selective
Service.
• Deaths reported ' include Mrs. Jack
Wallace.
Fire destroyed the home of Mr. and
Mrs. James Hargis, located west of
Kirksey on the Backusburg Road, on
February 20.
Howell R. Clark, Murray State
University Chemistry professor, has
received a National Science Foundation
Faculty Fellowship for graduate study
toward the Ph.D degree at Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Simmons an-
nounce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter,
Deborah Ann, to Charles Thomas
Williams, son of Mr. and Mrs. James C.
Williams.
Army Pvt. Harold B. Tolley, son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. Bryan Tolley, is
serving as a laboratory technician at
Fitzsimmons Army Hospital, Denver,
Colo.
New officers of the Murray Rotary
Club are Dr. John Quertermous, Karl
Warming, R. L. Ward, Howard Olila,
Verne Kyle, Hugh Oakley, Nix
Crawford, and Walter Baker.
Airman Warren Andrew Mills is now
taking his basic training at Lackland
Air Force Base, San Antonio, Texas.
Murray State student Charles
Jackson spoke on "The Advantages and
Disadvantages of Attending a Private
Business School" at the meeting of the
Future Business Leaders of America
Chapter of the Murray Training School.
Two features showing at the Murray
Drive In Theatre are "The Great
Missouri Rail" starring McDonald
Cary and "Union Station" starring
William Holden.
Business Mirror
Current U. S. Mood
Less Than Daring
NEW YORK (AP) - Every so often
there erupts a spirited surge of In-
vesting that for a brief while creates a
lot of excitement and arouses hopes for
a new era of economic growth.
But thena somber and perhaps more
realistic mood descends on the hopes
and shoulders of the overly optimistic
and then everyone agrees the ex-
citement was just a little steam being
vented.
Stock market investors refrain from
heavy commitments to corporate
growth. Corporations themselves
decline to make capital commitments
and seek to keep stockholders happy
through dividend incrtises.
 ...Individuals who once had dreams of a
second home now illd their- Tula'
accounts instead, or else search the art
and antique markets, satisfied to enjoy
some little bit now in place of a great
deal later on.
And the National Association of
Manufacturers hew's; certain
economists- -warn of. dreadful -con-
sequences; and the news media run
stories of the country going cloy/it the
drain "like Britain."
For millions of Americans an
economic nightmare is developing: In
their view the United States is killing_
the vitality that brought it at one time
the highest material standard in the
world, smothering it in big government.
The causes might be debatable, but
the factseeem to document the claims
that the current American mood is less
than daring in regard to future growth.
In the stock market, the number of
individual participants is believed to be
Still dropping. In 1970, they ruunbered
r30,850,000; in 1975, Just 15,270,800. Little
Ma to have happened since then to
change the trend.
For several years the trend in odd-lot
transactions, or transactions of fewer
than 100 shares - supposedly in-
dicative of smaller investors - has
been heavily on the sell side.
Mutual funds, many of them formed
in the 1960s to take advantage of what
then was felt to be the inevitable swift
growth of major corporations, have
been suffering net redemptions.
Corporate price-earnings ratios, or
the number of time per share earnings
at which a stock sells - are sometimes
only a fraction of what they were a few
years ago. The p-e of the Dow Jones
Industrial Average was 9.7 last Friday.
A year ago it was 13.1. In 1964 it was
18.8.
- Blyth Eastuwur---Dillea -says the_ _
gloomy assessment of inVestors dates
to the mid-1960s, and has its roots in a 38
per cent decline of real corporate
profits between 1966 and 1976.
Simultaneous with the decline in
corporate profitability, many stock
analysts point out, there -has been an
increase in the proportion of national
income in the form of employe
compensation.
Enraged by the trends, corporation
executives often rail against the quality
of economic education, ambitious
regulatoriT-self-seriring politicians who
advocate spending projects that bring
them votes, and environmentalists who
"block progress."
"How can we invest under such
circumstances?" they ask.
And the individual investors an-
swer : "How can we have faith in the
future if you don't?"
And often by default, the planning
falls to the politicians and the
bureaucrats, who many dalra-are the
root cause of the trouble in the lira
Once. #
Sensing The Aews
By ANTHONY HARR1G kN
Executive Vice President
United States Industrial C011lit'll
TODAY'S TOPIC: REFORM IN VOTING
Many proposals for reform are
inadequate because they fall to get to
the root of problems they are intended
to splve. Social critics examine
superficial aspects of a situation, and
ignore fundamental difficulties. Today,
however, America has need of
thoroughgoing, basic reform of many of
its governmental institutions.
One observer of the national scene
who- has examined current problems
4'with a critical eye is Henry L Scott,
head of the Stockholder Advocate
organization. In the last year, Mr.
Scott has addressed many business
and civic groups, ceiling -attention to
the need for authentic reforms.
In a recent essay, Mr. Scott presented
a fresh and candid analysis of voting in
the United States. The following is the
heart of his very interesting statement:
"Throughout much of recent history,
the vote has been a vital tool for the
preservation of a free people. In aging
democracies, however, it increasingly
becomes an instrument for greed. The
vote is not a right but a privilege.
"Slowly but Inexorably, in all aging
democracies, citizens learn to vote
themselves largess from the public
treasury. This evil must now be
abolished. Voters malt never again be
vested with this conflict of the public
interest. Reforms must be made to
prevent the vote from being used for
greed and theft from the productive by
force.
"In this nation, we have the privilege
to vote if we are 18; if we are
registered; if we are not in jail; if we
are sane; if we come to the right polling
place; and so on, It is not a right. It is a
privilege.
"This privilege must now be further-
refined and reformed, so that our aging
democracy reverses its backward slide
and moves forward Once again toward
the ultitnate in personal, economic,
scientific and religious freedom.
"The power of the vote must be justly
diluted for all who would use itior their
own greed, selfishness, or
covetousness. Those who use this
privilege, to take our savings by force
for themselves or others, are corn-
miting an immoral offense against God
and man. Our voting privileges
currently permit this national scandal.
"Our forefathers brought forth a
nation conceived in liberty and
fashioned by the Judeo-Christian ethic
which councils us to give and to share
willingly, but our founding fathers
never intended that the vote be used for
immoral purposes.
"The cause of our present plight, the
action we must take to correct it, and
the enlightened results are spelled out
in Belknap's law. Paul Belknap is an
industrialist, student of economics, and
president of the United States
Industrial Council Educational
Fourkdation. Mr. Belknap has said:
'Scientific knowledge is cumulative,
but knowledge of human action is non-
cumulative.'
"Each generation repeats the sins of
the past. The vote has become the
implement used to launder the sins of
those who covet.
"The action - There must be a
redistribution of voting power so that it
will change the motivation of our
leaders and thwart all who seek ab-
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 23, the 54th
day of 1977. There are 311 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1954, the first mass
Inoculation  of children with Salk anti-
polio vaccine began in Pittsburgh.
On this date:
In 1836, the siege of the Alamo began
•in San Antonio, Texas. The Texan
defenders were overwhelmed and
killed by Mexican attackers on March
In 1847, U.S. troops under General
Zachary Taylor defeated Mexican-
General Santa Anna at the Battle of
Buena Vista in Mexico.
Thought for today: Adversity at-
tracts the man of character. He seeks-
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"Belknap's law provides a practical
solution to make the voting privilege
fair and just for all. Briefly stated, the
vote will be weig_htecl in. . direct
proportion of each family or citizen's
financial support and maintenance of
the government-his taxes-just as
share-owners of a company have voting
power in direct proportion to the 
Aturnber of Shares -Or she owns.
"This will give the greatest voting
power to all who earn, own, and
save-the vast productive majority.
Belknap's law further explains that the
wealthy and super-wealthy will 'have
minimal voting power as they can and
do shelter their incomes from high
taxation. Those who receive direct
assistance from the taxes collected by
the government in money, subsidy, or
.Serac.e„will have the least voting power
on the basis of their conflict of in-
terest-their temptation and tendency
to vote their greed.
"The result - When we enact this
reform, the motivation of our leaders
will turn from the sponsorship of
massive bureaucratic thiefdoms to
limited and efficient government.
These leaders will serve the just in-
terests of those whose taxes support te
government and themselves. Those'
who earn, own, and save will not be at
the mercy of avarice or of those who do
not share the burden."
Mr. Scott's proposal certainly goes to
the root of the problems facing the
United States. As Mr. Scott sees it, his
proposal, if enacted into law, would
ensure that the privilege of the vote
once again would serve moral pur-
poses. It is a proposal that deserves




By GEM Iliref.417C.11EON -
Murray Lodger & times Editor
The Murray Common CoAncil is
currently studying a plan for replacing
six patrol-,pers in the Murray Police
Department with a fleet of 21 smaller
cars.
• Police Chief BreKt Manning told the
council at a "pre-council" meeting
Tuesday afternoon that the department
vould -save -money over-a three-year •
period by going this route. Chief
Manning also predicted that the fleet of
cars would help to decrease the crime
rate locally.
. The. reasoning behipd the deccea le in -
crime rate is that each of the cars
would be driven home by a patrolman
when he is off duty, placing more patrol
cars on the streets.
The patrolmen would also be allowed
to use the patrol cars, within the
county, as a "second car" for personal
driving.
At first glance, we must admit, we
did not think very much of the program.
But if the program would actually help
reduce our local crime rate while
saving the city money, we think it
deserves further study.
Elizabethtown and Lexington are two
Kentucky cities that have adopted the
plan. Reports are that it has been
working well in those cities.
0+0
We plan to keep a close watch on
.Washington in future months.
President Carter, who has promised
during his canipaign that he would
balance the federal budget by 1981, has
proposed a $19.4 million hike in the 1978
budget propOsed by former President
Ford:
Carter-says the increase will help the
needy, restore economic growth and
make a start on his own programs.
That all may be possible. But we fail
to understand how a federal deficit of
$57.7 billion can stimulate anyone's
economy.
0+0
After a traffic accident, one woman
rushed out of the gathering crowcl, to
lean over the victim. She was roughly
ptiSbed aside by a rhati-who dirttadt
"Step back. I've had a course in first
aid." • 
The woman stood and watched the
man's ministrations for a few minutes.
then tapped him on the shoulder.-
"When you get to the part about
calling a doctor," she said, "I'm
already here." _
0+0
One thing's for sure. While we're all
sitting on edge' in expectation of
receiving our $.50 rebate from the
federal government, members of
Congress have received a rebate of
their own, without even voting.
That's what happened at midnight
this past Saturday night when an
automatic $12,900 pay boost went into
effect for Congress without any action
by the members.
Bible Thought
For as by one man's disobedience
mani were made sinners, so by the
obedience of one shall many be
made righteous. Romans 5:19.
Those ot us who Weft' once sin
- nets by nature, by efintre and by
habit can he made righteous hs
• wrrning -to Him Y'Vhb is righteousness
and victor over sin
GOODAWAR
A75-13 whitewall
plus $1.73 F.E.1'7No trade ,eeded
'Power Streak' Our best selling
bias-ply tire. Made with polyes-
ter cord for a smooth, thump-
free ride.
Sole Ends Saturday
PAIN CHECK - If we sell out of your size we
• issue you a rain check assuring future de-





























8 WAYS TO BUY
• cash • GOodyell, Re,. . •
Cosign • Chif -Own
Cr•ttt P n• Mast*,
• ElivkA.,,e,card • At'., or
Excress • r,e,le
•
See Your Independent Dealer For His Price. Prices As Shown At Goodyear &mica Stara*.
No-Hassle Auto Service Values
Labe & Oil Change I
488 -TIO to 5 oh of. maicebrand 10 30 grade
Engine Tune-Up
88
I • .Our MechanidS eTec ,tronica:iy finelune your,
engine • New points*Complete chassis lubrication 8 orl change!' plugs and condenser
eHelps ensure long wearing clyls .11 Test charging/stall-
sinoothAutet performance a Please phones m g systems. ad lust
for anointment • Includes light trucks,. carbUretor • Helps
11 ifiairitain a smooth ra' rung engine I. Includes
Datsun, Toyota, VW and
Ask for our Free Battery Power Check light trucks
All Si
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Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P M. Daily - Open Friday until 8:00 p.m.
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Paducah Takes Its Turn
At Filtering Carbon let
Flowing In Ohio River
BILL BERGSTROM And the fact that it could
Associated Press Writer „ha'ppen again is unfortunate,"
FRANKFORT. Ky. AP) — Forester said.
Today it is Paducah's turn to
filter and .agiate its water to
remove tres of a. 70-ton
Anaas__91 carbon tetrachloride
flowing by in the Ohio River.
State officials said Tuesday
that the last of Up chemical,
spilled late last week in West
Virginia, should pass Paducah
by late today.
Paducah is the last Ken-
tucky city that takes drinking
. ivater from the Ohio. By
-necessary for western Ken-Saturday, the dr: -cleaning--
chemical should be in the tlickians to boil their water'.
Mississippi River, said Jack - Activated charcoal
Under, assistant director of filtration, used in Louisville to
the state's sanitary remove traces of the
figrIng iy-ro-gratn in the—efientieali--841<"4"e-Ittffk4ent
Dep-artment for Natural for communities downstream,
--llesources and Environmental he said.
Protection. Linder said Paducah of-
There, it will be diluted ficials • had- already started
to make and aeration-of water--
en
tamination of water supplies
farther downstream unlikely,
Under said.
He said the chemical "slug"
,ilready has dissipated
L;rearly. Additional water
from tributaries along the
river has cut its strength, and
much of it has evaporated as
the river poured over dams
and spillways, he said.
The highest concentration
measured at Louisville as the
carbon tetrachloride went by
during the weekend was 23
parts per billion. Fifty parts
per billion is considered a
health hazard.
William Forester, director
of the state Division of Water
Quality, termed the spill





He said control of such spills
will require "better and
quicker communication
between environmental
agencies" and stronger water
pollution regulations.
"Maybe we'll eventually get
to the point where we'll
require total treatment, where
we won't have any toxic
Material discharged into the
rivers," he said.
Forester said it won't be
from the river. "They're not
taking any chances with this
stuff," he said. •
Forester said Paducah
water intakes may be shut off
as an extra precaution when
the main part of the chemical
"slug" goes by the city today.
Marvin Devers, general
manager of the Paducah
water works, has noted that
part of Paducah's water
comes from the Tennessee
and Cumberland rivers, which
empty into the Ohio above the
city. He said no problem is
anticipated.
The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency has said its
investigation of the spill
focuses on FMC Corp., South
Charleston, W. Va., though
FMC officials have said • it is
impossible to determine if the
firm is responsible.









2 Luzurtant8 Opening tn
3 Free°,fence
12 Great 4 Old pronoun
5 Lock ot hairLake
13 Female ruff 6 Warm -
10 Paddles 7 Lamprey
8 Proceed15 Stall
16 Repasts 9 Swiss river
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Expires 3 1 77
Good Only At Storey s
COUPON
09584700
Limit I Per Family
Betty Crocker
Potato Buds
/ 6 oz Box 594
Expires 3 1 77
Good Only Al Storey
COUPON
09584200






These Items On Display
Throughout The Store
Soft 8 Pretty
Tissue 4 roll 79c
Gala




Corn 16 oz 3/89'
Queen of Scot
Coffee Creamer 16 oz 79'
Vlosic Sweet_
Pickles 16 oz 69'
Golden Grain - 7 oz

























Limit 1 Per Family
General Mills
PAl















































Save $3.37 With These Cou
COUPON .* COUPON COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Fabric Softener
Final Touch
94 33 oz. Bot. 894
16 oz Box 9
Expires 3 1-77 Expires 3-1-77
Good Only Al lotey's
Trix
Good Only At Storey's. .
4
Limit 1 Per Family Limit 1 Per Family
Liquid Bar Soap
Lux








J/89;50  ct Box 694 Both .s.:e 419
Expires 3777 Expires 3-1-77
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Farr!
Bar Soap
Expires 3-7-7
Good Only_At skirey's Good Only At Storey's Good Only Id Storey
• 4-•











































nit I Per Family 1.11-1111 1 Per Family
Bar Soap Glad
Dial FamilyTrash Bags
e 4/99 i $1 7920 ct.
'Expires 3- / -77 Expirtites‘ 3- 1 -77
















Limit 1 Per Customer With 7.50 Add. Pur.
Excluding Tobacco Dairy Products
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Lakers Run By Reidland
86-55 Fbr 15th Victory
13.) MIKE ABANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Sometimes it's good to play
- relaxed, sit back and oast to
an ea.” win on the basketball
Slone said.
"But we had a lot of tur-
novers on our break. It
seemed every time we made a
mistake, it eliminated a
floor, relaxed a little and as a result, basket. I think we were kind of
86-55 win at Reidland. The
only thing is the takers didn't
do both things at the same
time.
In the first half, the Lakers
the press on and Reidland
made one turnover after
another.
With 4:21 left in the game,
junior forward-Jimmy Lamb
hit on' the break and the
Calloway County aid both fans at the Reidland't- Senior pressing ourselves a little bit. takers held a-74-41-letft:—
Tuesday :tight as they took an Honor Night thought they "They had played Symsonia Futrell came up with the
might see the Greyhounds even for a half Monday night
snap the Region's longest an& last Friday, they went to
losing streak. Ballard and lost a close
Reidland came into the gime," Slone added.
contest With a 2-16 record, While the Lakers _miiht







Shoemaker Seed Co. 54 34
Key Used Cars . . . 53 35
Astro Car Wash. 49 39
Crawford's Shell 46's 41%
Harpoles Grocery ... 46 42
.Tritte117s6el  46 - 4T
Paradise Kennels 43 45
P.50. Body Shop 41 47
Corvette lanes 41 47
Snap-On-Tools 3911 411."2
Carlos Black Jr. Painting ... 35 53
Don's Auto Repair . . _ ... 34 54
H4. h Team Gene SC
XeyUSedCSrs 646
Key Used Cars 632
J.T. Todd Used Cars 561
High Team Game HC)
Key Used Cars 812
Corvette Lanes - 8011
J.T. Todd Used Cars 1106
Fligh Team Series SC)
Key Used Cars 1834
Astro Car Wash  1658
Shoemaker Seed Co  1642
High Team Series HC
Key Used Cars _ . ..... ...... 2326
J.T. Todd Used Cars, . 2266
Astro Car Wash  2189
'Ugh Ind. Game SC,
Lois Smith 266
Sondra Rice 191
Viclue Baker  186









High hid. Series I HC1





Sondra Ftice  165
Margaret Morton 159
_ Pat Scott'  159
1.1anci Walrath
MatfHarris  149
• Niney Todd . . .... •  149
- Jeanette Willinnis 149.
- Hilda Bennett  146
'Midi Johnson • - 115
. .... 153
But regardless of the when Slone, who had used the
reason, thesis just how the press in the first half,
'Akers played. With less than unleashed it again.
a minute left in .the first "I felt that sooner or later,
quarter, CaIloWaY trailed, they would. break under the
Reidland 9-6 before Mike pressure," Slotftt salt-7 --
Wells hit a 15-foot jumper and Reidland, broke like an egg
Glen Olive bit two free throws that bad been thrown out of an
to give the Lakers a 10-9 lead airplane.
at the end of the period. After a free throw by Marc
Wells hit the first bucket of Darnell gave the Lakers a 42-
the second quarter then 33 lead, the Lakers finally
Reidland countered with began to play like they are
Seven consecutive points and capable of playing. -
-WetIrKlieattm-much to the Futrell stole the ball and hit
surprise of the Lakers. on a fastbreak„
After a timeout, the Lakers with a layup, Futrell.bombed
came back out and hit for a in a 20-footer, Darnellta.a..1Q-
blitz of eight consecutive footer and Wells flew through
points and went up 20-16 the lane after a steal to hit a
midway through the quarter. bucket.
Reidland managed a .final Suddenly, with only 1:31 left
tie at 22 apiece before Tommy in the third quarter, Calloway _
Futrell sent home a 15-tooter held a whopping 5243 lead.
to put Calloway County on top "It's funny how a press can
for good:Calloway went on to work. Sometimes ,a team can
take a 30-22 lead at in- break it arid
termission. come back in the game and
In the first half, the takers ..break them,' Slone
had 14 turnovers. . The 19-point lead was still
"We had some beautiful *intact going into the 'final
oppOrtimities to be way out period.
ahead,"--Laker coach • Robert-- -4n the last frame, Slone left
--
LEADING SCORER-Tommy Futrell (23) of the takers hangs
in the air and drives the lane for a bucket. Futrell hit for a
game-high 27 points and in addition, pulled down eight reboun-
ds as the takers recorded their 1 5th win of the season.
play of the game when with
2:49 left, he went flying down
the left side.. Hanging in
midair between two defen-
ders, he pivoted and threw a
two-hand, behind-the-head
cession. selves a bit in the first half, pass to Lamb who hit the
Perhaps that was the reason they turned things around bucket, making it 80-47.
in the first half.jind, perhaps- frame.
the. Lakers played so sloppily midway through the third.' The play drew oohs and abs
from the crowd.
it wasn't. Calloway was leading 41:33— Calloway's largest lead- in
the game was 33 points.
The Lakers, who had 14
turnovers in the first half, had
only six- more &ging the rest
of the game. Another big
factor was -the-rebounding
statistics which showed
Callowa with a 55-25 lead.
Mike Wells had 14 rebounds
while Lamb and Olive each
had nine and Futrell eight.
Futrell scored 27 to pace the
Lakers while Wells added 17,
Marc Darnell 11 and Randy
McCallon 10.
"Darnell had a heck of a
game," Slone said.
He came out with about
five minutes left to go. I was
really pleased to see him get
some points. Futrell and Wells
usually have to carry a big
load of our offensive pine and
we kind of expect it out of
those two. • •
"Lamb still isn't really
ready to play yet. but he's
getting a little stronger. I took
hipleut of the game -number




BANKER-Randy McCallon flies through the air and puts up
a bank shot for two of his 10 points. Defending is Barry Win-
tosh (34) of Reidland.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
Regular season action for
the Lakers will end Friday
night with a Visit to Hickman
County: -
In two previous meetings,
both in Jeffrey .Gymnashim,







Garland 1 0 2 2
McCallon 5 0 1 10
Lockhart 1 0 1 2
ICingins 1 0 0 2
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Garvey Happy Over Contract,
-Lindblad Signs With Rangers
all 162 games last year for Los confrontation between
Pf ts
3 6 Angeles and hit .317, drove in- Oakland owner 
Charles 0.






Darnell 1 0 2
McIntosh 7 2 0 16
Hayden 1 1 2 3
Ellingtun 5 2 .3 12
Harold 0 0 4 0
.  -5 _ 3
Santacruz 2 0 0
-o
Lawson 020  
Swain 00-4
Merry 0 0 1
Totals 24 7 20
Calloway 10 20 26 30-86
Reidland 9 13 15 16-55
Prep Cage Scores
By The Rssociated Press
Tuesdays Boys Scores
Hopkinsville 74 Greenville 68
Lou Moore 76 Waggener 66
Lou Tho Jeff 78 Durrett 71
Lou Westport 57 Butler 52
Taylorsville 67 Ft Knox 61
Bell Co 83 Whitley Co 54
Pine Knot 82 Ky Deaf School 54
Richmond Mad 86 Paris 75
Pikeville 74 Prestonsburg 63
Lou Ballard 72 Seneca 54
Coy Holmes 82 Male 67
Chandlers 66 Olmstead 44
Franklin-Simpson 74 Ohio Co 67
Grayson Co 89 Owensboro Cath •
83
McLean Co 88 Hughes-Kirk 78
Erntriehee-66 Trimble Co 52
Auburn 83 Gamaliel 52
McCreary Co 68 Lincoln Co 58
•Moado-Co 84_Breck_ Co-64 _ _
Metialfe Co 82 Adair Co.59
Pendleton Co 82 Campbell Co 74
Fulton Co 65 Fancy Farm 63
Murray 65 Todd C 61
Wingo 70 Fulton 69
Marshall Co 68 Mayfield 65
Ballard Memorial 101 Carlisle
Co 90 •
Calloway Co 86 Reidland 55
Lowe s .00 St Marys 64 
Livingston C 64 Heath 44
Beth Haven 79 Portland Chris-
tikri 67 
-Lou DeSales 74 Manual 80 -
Jeffersontown 67 Bishop David
47
Pleasure Ridge 83 Stuart 671
Apollo 77 Hancock Co 59
Bardstown 83 Marion Co 47
Bethlehem 66 Lex Sayre 48
Berea 74 Nancy 71 •
Boone Co 69 Grant Co 61
Campbellsville 82 Green to-50
Dixie Heights 72 Cow Catholic
69
Elizabethtown 66 Taylor Co 57
Hart Co 72 Washington Co 70
Laurel Co 76 Casey Co 75
Leslie Co 75 Letcher Co 67
Maysville 84 Lewis Co 71
Huntington E 68 Greenup Co 47._
Fairview 107 U Breck 71
Russell 65 Rowan Co 49
McDowell 80 Johnson C 72
Russell Co 75 Garrard Co 72
lot) -
Allen Co 57 Warren C 56
Bowling Green 75 Russellville
50 -
W Hardin 63 Edmonson Co 61
E Hardin 94 Barren Co 39 -
Caverns 74 Tompkinsville 67
Butler Co 94 Muhlenburg C 79
Elliott Co 76 Morgan Co 68
Warren E 68 Christian Co 64
Hart Co 72 Washington Co 70
Lou- Iroquois 81 Valley 80
Lou Doss 58 Trinity 55
Lou Eastern 55 Fen.' Creek 52
Lou Western 71 Southern 70
Allen C 86 Johns Creek 80
Boyle Co 63 Pulaski Co 62 r
Breathitt Co 72 Whitesburg 62
Conner 75 Bracken Co 65
Fleming-Neon 68 Lynch 63
Franklin Co 84 Estill Co 54
Lax Cath 75 Madison C
N 'Hardin 100 Bailin C 78.
Richmond Model 76 Frankfort
72
Shopville 88 Eubank 81
LaRoche waS 'Nardi}, as missioner Kuhn. Finley sold
27 happy as Garvey, signing a Lindblad to Texas last
one-year contract with the weekend for $400,000 and is
Indians under protest. The threatening to take Kuhn to
left-handed reliever said he court again if the con-
signed the one-year contract missioner voids the sale in the
°TV-natty -Tfeted-- ''besi-irrierest of baseball" as
Cleveland "so I can become a he did in another Finley deal
free agent at the end of this last summer.
year and not have to take a 20 The A's owner said Tuesday
per cent pay cut for playing night that Lindblad has come
io career with the Dodgers,"-the out rrly option." - - to terms - watt-the -RAngen.
_4_2&yearrold Gervey_saisi after Under the _neiy boelgil and that their owner has
2 signing a six-year contract contract, there will be no reiused Kuhn's request to
° Tuesday.
so Although terms were not
disclosed, Garvey's agent,
Jerry Kapstein, said that
negotiations were conducted
on the "highest level," adding
that it was a pleasure to
negotiatewiattheDedgers.
Garvey, .a one-time Most
Valuable Player in the
National League, appeared in
•
• • -
1'4t9 ORDERED SOLD 6,4e•BARE WALLS
CLI151116
SILE!
-9104.m. till 5:30 p m. Monday8ftroughSaturdo
WILLIAMS FABRICCENTER
Paris Square shopping Center 'Paris •642-7168
Everything Goes or Nothing Held Sack Nothing Reserved it All Soles Final
•
By The Associated Press
Steve Garvey, Dave
LaRoche and Paul- Lindblad
all have signed baseball
contracts, but they seem to be
headed indifferent directions.
Gatvey'has found a home in
Los Angeles, LaRoche expects
to - be traded from the
 rveland Indians--and Ltn-
dblad is up in the air at Texas.
"I feel a part of the family,
and it's great to know I have
the opportunity to finish my
option_ year in contracts
signed now and in the future.
Lindblad said he had agreed
to terms with the Texas
Rangers, but the 12-year
veteran relief pitcher added
that the agreement "cannot
become official until Bowie
Kuhn has okayed this."
And, that lodges the script
for a possible repeat
discuss the deal. Kuhn has
said-A plans a hearing on the
sale, and a spokesman for the
commissioner said approval
of the sale would be withheld
Until afterward.
While all this action was
going on off the field, the
California Angels were among
three teams opening spring
training Tuesday.
ANOTHER REBOUND- Mike Wells of the takers flies through the wide-open middle to pick off
one of his game-high 14 rebounds. Wells also hit for 17 points in the takers' 86-55 win at
Reidland Tuesday.
(St en Meru by Mho limiloo)
Buy Your Electric Heater
For next winter at close-out





















Just Received George Washington










-Night Stand - $2195 -





Visit Our Gift Shop For
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-
LOOKING FOR AN OPENING—Raymond Sims (10) of the
Tigers gets reedy to skate pest John Cron:how (23) of Todd
County. Sims scored 15 points to pace the Murray High
scoring. The Tigers are now 15-3 for the season.
Alvin Adams Scores 47
But Suns Drop Contest
By The Associated Press
When you are losing by a
point.in the final seconds and
the other team has the ball,
usually the best thing you can
do in the National Basketball
Aa.sociation is foul.
Coach Joe Mullaney of the
Buffalo Braves thought of that
obvious strategy Tuesday
night, but Randy Smith had a
better idea: steal the ball.
'That is what the Buffalo
guard did and that is how the
Braves wound up with an
eliciting 115-114 victory over
the Phoenix Suns.
„"He tried to pass the ball
add I was fortunate to deflect
it.;" said Smith after grabbing
Pind Westphal's pass, facing
dem the court and scoring the
v;inning basket with seven
seconds remaining.
"We wanted Westphal to
handle the ball," said Phoenix
Coach John MacLeod, "but
then Randy jumped in bet-
ween the ball and Ricky
Sobers and made the steal."
pef ore Smith picked eff
Westphal's intended pass to
Sobers, Mullaney had in-
structed Adrian Dantley to
foul Phoenix' Keith Erickson.
But nothing happened.
"Dantley was trying to foul
Erickson in the corner," said
Mullaney. "I looked over
there and the official saw
Dantley getting Erickson
around the waist. I guess he
felt it was too obvious and
ignored it."
MacLeod, naturally,- was
sorry that the foul call was not
made.
"I sure wish they would
have called the foul," said
MacLeod. "We thought they'd
foul and we had all our good
foil shooters in there."
Smith finished with 36
points, while Phoenix' Alvan
Adams scored 47 points,
grabbed 18 rebounds and had
12 assists.
In the other NBA games, the
Portland Trail Blazers nipped
the Boston Celtics 113-111, the
Denver Nuggets trimmed the
Houston Rockets 118-106, the
Chicago Bulls hammered the
Golden State Warriors 118-102,
the San Antonio Spurs turned
back the Los Angeles Lakers
135-103, and the New York
Knicks tripped the New
Orleans Jazz 119-102.
Trail Blazers 113, Celtics 111
Maurice Lucas and Larry
Steele hit key baskets in the
final minute and Lionel
Hollins scored 43 points, lifting
Portland over Boston. Lucas'
jumper from the side with 1: (15
remaining gave the Blazers
the lead at 111-109 and Steele
hit from the &wrier with 24
seconds remaining, providing
them with a 113-109 ad-
vantage.
Nuggets 118, Rockets 106
Bobby Jones connected on
all six of his first-period shots
as Denver bolted to a 22-point
lead, then held off a Houston
rally. Dan Issel led the win-
ners with 22 points.
Bulls 118, Warriors 102
Artis Gilmore scored 24 -
points and three teammates
contributed 19 each, leading
Chicago over Golden State.
Mickey Johnson, Wilbur
Holland and Scott May each
scored 19 points for the Bulls.
Spurs 135, Lakers 103
George Gervin, Larry
Kenon and Coby Dietrick
combined for. 58 points,
leading San Antonio over Los
Angeles. Gervin finished with
25 points, Kenon 17 and
Dietrick 16.
Knicks 119, Jazz 102
Bob McAdoo scored 27
points and Earl Monroe 23 as
the Knicks handed New
Orleans its fifth consecutive
loss. All of New Orleans'
losses in the streak have come
on the road, where the Jazz
has a dismal 5-23 record.
Maryland Hangs 81-80
Upset On Wake Forest
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Carl TacY was truly
winded by Brad Davis' shot.
:It was a tough loss, con-
sidering the importance of the
game," said the Wake Forest
baeketball coach after a
stinging 81-80- defeat by
Maryland Tuesday night.
he Terps, longshots in the
Atlantic Coast Conference
game, needed only a short
. shot to win it — Davis' eight-
tft in the closing
1 seconds.
1 "The difference between
, winning and losing a game
like this," sighed Tacy, "is
keeping control of the ball at
the end of the game."
Actually, Wake Forest had
control at the end, but Skip
Brown missed a 35-foot shot.
As a result, the 11th-ranked
Demons were unable to
cement their grip, on first
place in the ACC.
Ironically, the last time the
teams met, at College Park,
Md., Wake Forest beat
Maryland with a shot at the
end.
.The fans sure got their
money's worth, didal they?"
said Maryland Coach Lefty
Driesell. "Both teams played
well enough to win. We were
ruhning a play for Davis on




Texas A&M 63-62, 10th-ranked
Louisville whipped Northeast
Louisiana 95-65, and 12th-
rated Providence stopped
Villanova 84-71.
Ron Brewer stored 22 points
an Arkansas defeated Texas
A&M and finished the regular
season in the Southwest
Conference with a 16-0 record,
the first SWC team to go un-
beafen-Tri 20 years. The SWC
frontrunners improved their
over-all record to 25-1 while
winning their first game at
College Station, Tex., since
1959.
Rick Wilson scOred 22 points
and Darrell Griffith had 20,
leading Louisville's rout of
Northeast Louisiana. The





theinselved free agents and
NHL Players Association
director Alan Ea leson said 17!ste
pl yers had agre not to playoki
t 'ght's sched d game
agn st the ilkIffalo Sabres
while the National Hockey
League continued to meet in
that last shot with a pick set on.ain attempt td head off the
the high post. It was a big win dissolution of the franchise.
Tigers Edge By Todd 65L6 I
The Murray High Tigers
recovered from a poor first
half showing, and went on to
out-distance Todd Central 65-
61 in 'the Murray State
University fieldhouse here
last night.
The win ups Murray's
record to 15-3 for the season.
"We stood around in the
first half, both on offense and
defense," Coach Cary Miller
said. "We kinda got things
straightened out in the
dressing room, and we looked
like a different ballclub in the
second half."
After leading 11-10 at the
end of the first quarter, the
Tigers dropped to a nine-point
disadvantage at the half. Todd
Central outscored, them 19-9
during the second quarter,
mainly on the strength of nine
points by Greg Muir. who got
all of his points during the
second quarter. Todd took a
29-20 lead at the half.
The Tiger quintet pulled to.
within one point, at 33-32, with
5:19 left in the third Stanza,
but could not pass • their
visitors until Frank Gilliam
laid one up with 44 seconds left
in the third quarter to make it
44-43, Murray High.
Three more points by Todd
and two more by Murray High
during the remaining seconds
of the quarter made it a new
ballgame in the fourth quarter
with both teams knotted at 46
apiece.
The Tigers pulled to a 50-46
lead shortly into the final ,
quarter of play, before Tbdd
hit for seven straight points to
take a 53-50 lead, with 5:48 left
to play.
Murray High turned on,
however, for nine unanswered
points, and held a 59-53 lead
with 3:50 remaining to play,
and appeared to have the
game well in hand.
Todd Central had other
ideas though and in the next
two minutes and 40 seconds
outscored the Nost quint 114-
and had closed the gap to one
point. 62-61, with 1:10
remaining.
.The Tigers stayed cool
though, drawing fouls, and
hitting free throws in the
remaining seconds of play':
and stretched their winning
margin to 65-61.
The difference in the game
Awarded Rights
CHICAGO . t -APt - —
Broadcast rights for Chicago
Bears games through the 1980
National Football League
season have been awarded to
V1,11RBM-Radio. the CI& has
announced.
WBBM-Radio is owned and
operated by the Columbia
Broadcasting System. For the
last 24 years, Bears games
had been broadcast by WGN
Continental Broadcasting Co.,
a local independent,
WBBM-Radio also will have
exclusive rights to all
preseason and pogt-season
championship games
beginning with thp 1977 season
in addition to post-season
games within the framework
and policies of the NFL.
was, at the free throw line.
Murray High hit 19 of 33 -free
shots, while Todd Central Sank
only rune of 17 gratis- throws.
Anthony Woodard of Todd
led all scorers with 19 points,
Raymond Sims led Murray
High with 15, while Lindsey
Hudspeth chipped in 13, Frank
Gilliam 12, and Bill McHugh
had 11, The Tigers close
regular season play Friday in
FROM LEFTFIELD— Bill McHugh of the Tigers fires up two of
his 13 points from far out on the left side of the court. Defen-
ding is Jim Kenney (13) of Todd County while Brett Harcourt of
the Tigers and Charles Roberts (41) of the Rebels watch.
(Staff Planes by David Hill)
VEGETABLE &FLOWER
SEEDS














TOMATO VARIETY PACKWITH COUPON Starts 20 tomato plants in
5 varieties. Ins lions





Provides muck cover at
a low price. Patch 
bare
spots and thin lawns.
Fill in sod. 1931 AIM
Without Caution • .1-11.
8 Inch Electric
Chain Saw
Light weight and low price ,
o 11 4 HP double Insulated
motor and positive manual
oiling Weighs only 4 1. 2 lbs
perfectly balanced o91608
12 Electric chain Sow
$39.95
the fieldhouse when they will
try to avenge an earlier upset
loss to Fulton County.
Murray High rib) Sims,
Gilliam, 12;15, Harcourt,
McHugh, 11; Hudspeth, 13;
Richydson, 2-A Petry, 4
Todd Central .61 /
Robert, KenrreA 4,
Woodard, 19.: Crunsha%, 10,
Askew, 6; Andrews. 8; Muir,
9; Bell, 2.
HIGH OFF THE FLOOR— Brett Harcourt of the Tigers is high
enough off the floor to dunk this one, however, he passed up




If tor any 
reason you're not
satisfied With the 
'Twits
after using any 
Scotts prod-
uct you are 
entitled to get












Buy any SCOTTS product
and SAVE $5 on purchase
of LAWN SPREADER
Dial-A Manc rate setter;
easy fingertip on/off
switch. Spreads 21 inches
wide. 05/7146-45




Ideal early spring lawn food releases'
nutrients gradually to provide a balanced,
prolonged .feeding, so yaw lawn will
grow thick and green, not just tall. Helps
develop -sturdy root system. Will not.,
burn it used as directed. 05
HALTS PLUS
Kills crabgrass before it can grow and
fertilizes yaw Own at the same time!
One application provides a full feeding
to grass- helps it grow thicker, sturdier
and greener wit/tect crabgrass. 05
SUPER HALTS PLUS
Same combination of feeding and crab-
grass prevention as Hafts Pius above.
,but specially formulated for Western and
Southern States' particular climate and
soil conditions. 05
Family Lawn Seed
All purpe.:e for new
lawns, reseeding old


















MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Chestnut Street Phone 753-2511 
ii ",1,4AFI!m+)
',0141011•••••
(Staff Photos by (*yid Nib)
Play Lawn Seed
For high traffic arras








Itoplace eld, worn, bop teat now et +h.%
low price! White enateetod melded seamless
Hie with fell cover. iorroyon Proof plastic
bieepoi, itrowy, teetakpostt 06131ATOO
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  FOOD BUYS
410111ISONS
\SUPER MARKET
512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.







Fields Regular or All Beef
WIENERS lb 79'
Krey Sliced
BOLOGNA lb  794
Short
RIBS OF BEEF lb  594
Sweet Sue - 24 oz.
CHICKEN & Dumplings 65
Jet Puff 16 ox.
8 Bottle Carton, 16 oz.








9-9 Fri. & Sat.


















  1/2 lb. 594
21b.  $139
Red
POTATOES 10 lb $ 1 "
Bush Chili Hot
BEANS 15 02.2/49' RADISHES
Showboat Whole White
POTATOES.




  6 oz. Bag 1 54
 Large Head 35





Coffee 1 lb. Can r;)
14— 





More Arthritis Sufferers Today?
4: Mrs W T has. several.
friends who have recently
developed arthritis, and she
wants to know if this disease is
on the rise She also wants -to
know if it is contagious. ,
A: I doubt that arthritis
Irheurriatismi is more common'
in the general population on a
per Capita basis than in former
By FJ L Blearigame, M.D
-
yeam. Better knowledge of this
disease and improved methods
of treatment have made it ap-
pear to occur more often.
Since the degenerative form
,osteoarthritisl is most common,
occurring' usually in the later
years, and since the number of
older persons is increasing, more
cases of this form of the disease
may be present While
cotenarthritis is uncomfortable
and slows one down, .it is not
usually severly crippling or dis-
abling. as is rheumatoid
arthritis. which May occur much
earlier in life and produce
severe-daniage-ta-laititg and
muscles.
Arthritis is not contagious
Managing Dandruff
_14 Mr H V complains that he
has dandruff despite the fact
that he washes his hair
thoroughly once a week.
A: You should try washing
your scalp more frequently
perhaps twice or three times a
- week, or even every other day.
Scalp cleanliness relieves most
cases of dandruff.
Ats, - ou could use one of the
over-tie-counter anti-dandruff-
sharnPoos, which you can obtain
from Your pharmacist
If the above measures do not
bring you relief, something other
than simple dandruff may b.*
causing your trouble Then, you
should see a physician for an ac-
eurate diagnosis and receive the
appropriate treatment -
Palm Readings and Health
Q: M S M wonders if any
relat exists between -Iffe
life line and other markings on
the palm of the hand and the
length of life and health of 3 per- -
surf
A: &know of nu scientific
studies 'that show any relation-
ship between configurations Or
markings on the palm of the
hand and longevity or health
As you know, patina...4n or tor
tune-telling is allegeak based on
relationstup between patinai
markings and the future outlook
and fate of a person
In general medical si lentists
and practitioners regard palmis
try as a form of ergertatrunent
-154.1T?ibras a source of dependa-
ble information reiaNne, to
health or the life span
Purchase Area
flog Market
Federal Slide Market News Service
February 23, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes $ Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. $02 Est 400 Barrows &
Gilts steady 25 higher Sows steady - 30
higher
US 1-2 209-230 lbs. . $39.3049.73
US 1-3 300-240 . . 12000-3829
VS 2-4 340-21115 lbs.. 130.38-385)




US 14 450450 Its.
















submitted by 12 now
the day before
publication.
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ome items not exactl ictured
Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.
We have the largest selection of fishing and hunting equipment in this area
Turkey Headquarters
Lynch's Jet Slate
The most perfect slate type call 
c 
ever
manufactured. Simple to operate, per-
fect di tone. Change from a fine medium
or coarse pitch simply by changing






Calls for Spring by Harvey





Most effective of all wild turkey calls,
carry caller fits entirely inside the mouth and
leaves both hands free for nunant action. Per-
mits hunter to remain motionless while calling




One side toned for imitating the hen and the
other for gobbler calls - a perfect gobbling



























4 qt or 4 lb.
674
20 qts or 20 lbs.$ 
189
Designed primarily for the new turke),
hunter, this record takes the mystery out
of turkey calling. It cuts detail and con-
centrates on three basic calls that will
get the beginner started. Includes in-
struction and demonstration on the
diaphram motionless caller Actual vr11.1
turkey recordings give the beginner the




This is the most exciting call since the birth of
the box call. Reproduces -perfect gobble" on
the same sound frequency as the wild turkey As
simple to use as shaking hands. Comes with




















6 amp 6 12 Volt $2267
$2837
$037
10 amp 6-12 volt

















Twirl a curl in 10 seconds for speedy
























A kit containing everything you








Choice of Lilt Special or Body
Wave
































for Hot & Cold
Uses









from very small to very
large
From 8 Up
Just Arrived New Shipment
Neck & Head































$1699 Sizes 9/10- 18
Ladies Canvas
Grasshoppers
Its Ks"L Slip Ons



















Boll Bottoms A special










Funeral services for Mrs.
Clara E, Clayton are' being
held today at three p. m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tn., with the
Rev. Quince Gregson of-
ficiating.
Nephews are serving as
pallbearers and burial will be
in the McCuiston Cemtery in
Calloway County.
Mrs. Clayton, age 84, a
resident of Route Three,
Paris, Tn., died Monday at ten
p. m. at her home. She was
married us 1414 to W. W.
clayton who died in 1968.
, The deeeased was a
member of .the New Mt.
- Canner Baptist Church nelir
New Concord. Born January
30, 1893, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of the




Clayton, Paris, In., and
Travis Clayton, Chicago, Ill.;











requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
LY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM
PTL Y IN CASE OF AN
ERROR
Final Rites Today
For Sam L Wilson
F4nal rites for Sam L.
Wilson of Murray Rate Four
are being held today at two p.
m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Lawson Williamson
and the Rev. John Pippin
officiating and Gus Robertson,
Jr., as soloist.
Grandsons serving as
pallbearers are Carey, Kent,
and Mike Wilson, David
Gargus, and Dwain and Mark
James. Burial will be in the
Paschall Cemetery in Henry
County, Tn.
Mr. Wilson, age 05, died
Sunday at the Murray-
Calloway C9nrity Hospital. He
Is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Jemirna Paschall Wilson, two
daughters, Mrs. T. E. Pickard
and Mrs. Rubin James, two
sons, James L. and Larry F:
Wilson, tune- -grandchildren,




For W. T. Hutson
The funeral for William
Thomas Hutson of Murray
Route Four is being held today
at two p. m. at the chapel of
the McEvoy Funeral Home





King, and W. T. Hurt are
serving as pallbearers and
burial will be in the Olive
Branch Cemetery near Paris,
Tn.
Mr. Hutson, age 65, 'died
Monday at ten a. m. at his
home. He was a member of
the Church of Christ.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mary Seay Hutson; one
sister, Mrs. Vida Mae Kimbro,
Murray Route Four; one
brother, Pierce Hutson, Paris,
Tn.
The United States lost 2-15,-
000,000 man-days from v.(,rk ac-
cidents in 1975, says the tii,11..n-
al Safety Council. .
Mrs. Amy Brown Is
Dead At Age Of 89;
Funeral Thursday
Mrs. Amy Brown, wife of
Lube M. Brown who died June
23, 1958, died Tuesday at 2:20
p. m. at the Westview Nursing
Home. She was 89 years of age
and .a resident of Murray
Route Four.
The deceased was a
member of the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church. Born January 3, 1888,
in Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late W. A.
Council ...
(Continued from Page 1)
—the annual audit of the
Murray Water & Sewer
System which will be
presented by E. L. Howe, Jr.,
of Richardson & Trevathan
accounting firm;
— consideration of a
resignation from a member of
the Murray Police Force;
— an agreement between
the city and Amos Wahl
Construction Company for
supplying backfill, and;
— an affirmative action
plan to be adopted by the city.
City Clerk Jo Crass ex-
plained at the pre-council
meeting that the affirmative
action plan must be developed
in order to qualify for revenue
James and Sarah Jackson „sharing funds.
James. The object of the plan is to
one son, Hester Hugh Brown
Mrs. Brown is survived by equal employment
and his wife, the former Clovis 
opportunity; to prohibit
discrimination in employment
Key, Murray Route Four; one because of race, color,
foster son, Charles Hum- religion, national origin, sex
phreys, Warren Mich.; one or age, and bring about a fair
sister-Mrs. Grover (Bernice) representation and utilization
Dunn, Bell Flower, Calit; one of minorities and women In all
granddaughter, Mrs. Robert levels and in all phases of city
(Glenda) Hill, and three great government employment,"
grand_childre_n- _Bobby._ L•e_tb,„  uct_oi • 8 to the- mates
and Jimmy Hill, 1706 troduction.
Keeneland Drive, Murray;
two foster grandchildren,
Steven and Laura -Hum-
phreys.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at two p. m. at the
South Pleasant Grove ehurch
with the Rev. Dr. William P.
Mullins, Jr., officiating.
Special music will be a duet by
Mrs. Otto Erwin and Mrs. L.
D. Cook, Jr., and by the
Church Choir.
Burial will follow in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home
where friends may 'call until
the funeral hour.
Gospel Singing Will
Be At Dexter Church
A gospel singing will be held
at the Dexter Baptist Church
on Sunday, February 27, at
1:30 p. m.
Featured singers will be The
King's Sons of Murray and
Stan Garland and the
Gospelmen of Benton.
All singers and listeners are




A delegation of 23 faculty
and students in the Division of
Speech and Hearing of the
Department of Special
Education at Murray State







State University on that
,campus, the conference is
designed to aid students,
speech pathologists, and
audiologists in implementing
current ideas and techniques
into clinical situations.
Murray State instructors to
attend the conference are:
John Applegate, director of
the speech and hearing clinic;
Judy Nantau . and Mary
Seymour, speech
pathologists; and Donnie
Noles and Tom Black,
azr
Money More Plentiful Now, But
Interest Rates Are Still As High
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) —
Prospective borrowers may
find money more plentiful
these days, but no cheaper.
-Though intereit rates
probably won't go down any
time soon, state Banking and
Securities Commissioner John
Williams said that generally
the outlook for loans is bright.
He noted that he talked to a
Louisville banker the other
day who wanted to know what
to do with $85 million.
"He said 'money's no
problem," Williams said.
"'We have plenty of money to
loan'."
In spite of the ready
availability of loans to those
who qualify, rates are not
likely to drop — partly
because banks are obligated
over several years to pay up to
7.5 per cent on the money they
then lend.
"In a lot of Kentucky banks,
as much as Oper cent of the
money they have is money
they are paying for — 5 per
cent on passbook savings — or
compounding it, up to 7 to 7.5
percent," Williams said.
"A lot of depositors can put
money in at these rates, and
the bank is locked in for five or
six years," he said, and with
their rising costs of doing
business — utilities, salaries,
etc, I wouldn't want to be too
optimistic that the consumer's
going to see much reduction in
rates.
"I suppose that's the old
story once it goes up, it's
hard for it to come back
down."
Many banks have become
very aggressive in soliciting
small loans, once the province
of the state's petty and in-
dustrial loan companies,
Williams said.
"The bank has an op-
portunity to screen (ap-
plicants) and take its pick of
loans," Williams said. That
means small loan companies
can't generate the volume of
business they used to,
especially in small towns
where the local banks pursue
an aggressive loan policy.
Williams satd.42 licenses for
small loan companies were
surrendered last year because
their operations were no
longer profitable.
However, the firms are not
having the problems they
were two years ago with
slender profit margins, he
said.
Talent Show Will
Be At Calloway Hi
The Calloway County High
School Student Council made
plans for a talent show to be
-held at the school assembly on
Friday, March 11, in Jeffrey
Gym, at its recent meeting.
Tommy Futrell, president,
said that ,prixes, will be
awarded for the top three
contestants with three persons
outsicle the school as judges.
The theme of the talent show
will resemble the "Gong
Show" on television, Futrell
said.
That's because The 1976
General Assembly permitted
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows.
lieublein Inc -Wks • +44
McDonald' Corp 46% unc
Ponderosa Systems Si unc
Kimberly Clark 43% Ai
Union Carbide 50% +%
W. R. Grace  -3/4
Texaco 27% -ts
General Elec  50% +1,4
GAF' 11% imc
Georgia Pacific 33% +24
Pfizer 274 unc
Jim Walters 35 +4
Kirsch 14% +%
Disney 39% unc
Franklin Mint 23% +1,4
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furrushed to the Ledger &
Times by I. M Simon Co. are as follows:
Indus. Av. 
Airco 30% %
Arn. Motors  unc
 33% -it
A. T. & T. 63% unc
Ford Motor 56% -4
Gen. Dyn,amica 51
Gen. Motors 20% unc




Quaker Oats 23% +
Republic Steel 34% -44
Singer Mg  . Z2 -4
Tappan 10% +4
Western Union la% unc
Zenith Radio 24% unc
small loan firms to raise in- •
terest ceilings, and because
the interest rate on money
they borrow to finance loans
has gotten cheaper.
The legislation allowing
small loan firms to charge
more on loans was con-
troversial. Opponents said it
would place a heavy financial
burden on those who could
least afford it.
The current charge on a
small loan is about 36 per cent,
Williams said.
However, he feels that the
increase was merely in-
flationary. He said a high
percentage of the persons who
choose to borrow from small
loan companies could get the
money from their local bank,
at a lower rate in most cases.
-LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.6,
up 0.1.
Below dam 300.2, up 0.6.
Barldey Lake, 7 a.m. 354.6,
up 0.1.
Below dam 306.6, down 0.6.
Sunset 5:44. Sunrise 6:36.
CALLOWAY COUNTY winners named at the Purchase Area 4-H Achievement
Banquet held at Benton were, left to nght, Terry McDougal, Jr., conservation; MaryLyon Morris, home furnishings; Trisha Clark, foods; Lisa Hale, beef; Bill Bailey, senior
achievement Laura Jy_rett, photography; Chuck Harrison, senior citizenship. Not pic-
tured were Kelly Crouse, rabbits, and Tim Burchfield, personal development. Jo Beth
Norwood, Calloway County, served as mistress of ceremonies at the banquet held at
the first Missionary Baptist Church fellowship hall at Benton. Bill Bailey, Calloway area
winner and a delegate to the National 4-H Congress in Chicago, Ill., was the featured
speaker. Other participants from Calloway County were Deanna Cunningham,
Michelle Jarrett, and Raymond Grady.
To Help Conserve Energy
in Murray and Calloway County, these Grocery Stores
have adopted the following store hours:
MAXIMUM HOURS:
9 AM to 9 PM
DAILY AND SUNDAY *v
Note: Some gil3cers may open
less than the above
hours. Their hours will









We trust these hours will not be an inconvenience to you. But we, the
grocers of Murray want to do our part to help solve the energy problem.
0.
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CHAPTER PRESENTATION-Steven Yarbrough (third from left) of Murray accepts the charter for a student chapter of
the Data Processing Management Association (DPMA) it Murray- State University. Making the presentation is William
Cates of Paducah, president of the Mid-America Waterland Chapter of DPMA. Others shown are (from left) Dr. Jules Har-
court, chairman of the Department of Business Education and Administrative Management Wiliam Mayes of Hopkin-
sville, representing the vice-president of the international DPMA organization; Dr. John Thompson, acting dean of the
College of Business and Public Affairs; and Robert MCann, faculty adviser to the new DPMA student chapter.
Student Chapter Of DPMA Is
Organized At Murray State
A student chapter of the Data
Processing Management Association
( DPMAJ haS been organized on the
canvas of Mui ray State University and
was presented a charter in a meeting
recently.
William Cates of Paducah, president
of the Mid-America Waterland Chapter
of DPMA, and William Mayes of
Hopkinsville, representing the vice-
president of the international
Organization, participated in the
charter presentation ceremony.
Steven ,Yarbrough, Murray senior
and president of the new student
chapter, accepted on behalf of the 15.
charter -Meiners. Robert *Cann,





management, is the faculty adviser.
Any student on the campus who has
an interest m data processing is eligible
for membership in the chapter, ac-
cording to McCann.
Among the primary objectives of the
DPMA are education and research,
encouragement of high standards of
competence and promotion of a
professional attitude, and the fostering
of a better understanding of the vital
business role of data processing and its
proper relationship to management.
oThe total membership of the in-
ternational organization of DPMA in
mid-1975 was 23,000. At that time there
were 220 chapters in the United States,
Canada, and other countries.
Bobby Braiidiin Is
Named To New Post
Bobby L. Brandon, 38, of Murray,
has been named Director of
Residential Living at the 2350 student
Breckinridge Job Corps center.
Center DirectorGerald A. Oettle said
Brandon will replace B. T. Jones of
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The Kentucky
Public Service Commission ( PSC) has
granted a ;379,000 annual rate increase
to the West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation, based in
Mayfield.
The utility requested the increase last
October after its supplier, the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority, increased its
wholesale cost of power. West Ken-
tucky also cited increased costs for
labor and materials.
Hearings were held on the request in
the PSC's Frankfort office Nov. 9 and
Dec. 6. The consumer protection
division of the attorney general's office
intervened. •
West Kentucky serves some 24,100
customers in Calloway, Carlisle,
Graves, Hickman, Livingston and
Marshall counties.
The 'utility's customers will pay
minimum monthly bills of 12.60. Bobby L. Brandon
Evansville, In., who has accepted
employment with a firm in Louisville.
Brandon has been Manager.. of
Auxiliary Services at Breckinridge
since 1974 with the responsibility of the
campus store, telephone__ cora-
1 .ltt iona,-postat services-, family
and bachelor housing, custodial ser-
vices, snack . bars, laundry, and the
barber shop.
Brandon joined the Breckinridge
staff in 1966 as a patrolman in the
Security Department and was
Lieutenant in that department in 1973
when he was named a manager trainee
He is a 1955 graduate of Douglas High
School in Murray, and has at-
tended Henderson Community Collei:e
an&Murray State University, majorir
in management.
He served in the Air Force from 1957
to 1962. During that time he attended
the Military Police Academy at
Lackland Air Force Base, San Antonio.
TX, and completed training in a Ger-
man language program at Weisbaden,
Germany..
He is married and he and his wife
have two children and live at 107 Sprus•e
Street, Murray.
He is a Member of the V. F. V.







Orig. $71 to $210
Long Leather Coats Wool Coats
sa.750 $ 1 05 365°
Leather Sizes 5-15,6-18
Pant Length Leathers
$5950 To $ 7 7
To
$ 7 1 5
Sizes 5-15, 6-20
14 Plus to 24 Plus
BUY NOW LAYAWAY FOR NEXT FALL!
Minnens Murray Be! Air Center, Open Nights 8 Sundays
1 HOSPITAL NEWS I
02=20-77
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS




Miss Frances Y. Williams,
208 Spruce St., Murray, Mrs.
Rebecca J: Vaughan and Baby
Girl, Rt. 5, Mayfield, Billy
Burkeen, 211 N. 13th., Murray,
Mrs. Josephine Clements, Rt.
1, Almo, Mrs. Rachel M.
Lyons, Rt.- 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Fayetta Weatherford, Rt. 2,
. Buchanan, ' Tn., Mrs. Bonnie
L. Atkins, Rt. 2, Indian
Mound, Tn., Bryan Overcast,
51•1•Whitnell, Murray, William
A. Bejsner, 1315 Poplar,
Murray, M. Alton Walters, Rt.
2, Springville, Tn., Aubrey P.
Farris, Rt. 5, Murray, Sam I,.
Wilson (expired), Rt 7,
Murray.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Vaughan (mother
Rebecca), Rt. • 5, Mayfield,
Baby Boy Odom (mother
Donna), Rt. 3, Paris, Tn.
DISMISSALS:
Mrs. Brenda A. Cole, Rt 5,
Paris, Tn., Rosie L. Janes, Rt.
4, Mayfield, Starlyn J. Tabers,
810 Sunny Lane, Murray,
Jason H. Williams, 'Rt. 2;.,-
Hazel, Steve L. Cope, 313-
Brookside Dr., Mayfield, Mrs.
Gladys M. Houston, 516 S. 6th.,
Murray, Mrs. Elsie B..Joyce,
Rt. 3, Cadiz, Mrs. Essie V.
Reeves, Rt. 1, Almo, Temple
L. Scott, Box 55, Hazel, Miss
Delle Smith, 400 S. 6th
-- Murray.
Industry—Sponsored Complaint
Panel Is Helpful To Consumers
• By L01.11SE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Your _washing machine is on the
blink. You've complained to the store
And written to the manufacturer.
Nothing helped. What's next?
For a growing number of consumers,
the answer is an industry-sponsored
complaint panel. The panels offer an
alternative to small claims- courts and
arbitration programs run by the Better
Business Bureau.
The National Association of Mutual
liii ante Agents-and-the-federal Office
of Consiimer Affair's recently an-
nounced the establishment 4-of an.
experimental program of voluntary
mediation of consumer complaints
about property and easitalty-insuranee.
The one-year project is known as
lnsurancP  Consumer-Action-Panel —
ICAP. The panel will handle complaints
referred to it through an arrangement
with-the Msurance commissioners of
Michigan, Mississippi, Montana and
_
Similar complaint-handling
procedures already exist in the ap-
pliance, furniture and auto industries.
All the programs contain the acronym
• CAP." Here's a rundown on the exact
names and how to contact the groups:
APPLIANCES: • MACAP - • Major
Appliance Consumer Action Panel,
Virginia Habeeb, chairman, 20 Wacker
Drive, Chicago, Ill., • 60606: toll-free
telephone number, 800-6219477.
FURNITURE: FICAP - Furniture
Industry Consumer Advisory Panel,
Nancy High, executive director, Box
951, High Point, N.C.; 27261; telephone,
919-885-5065.
AUTOS: There are lotal AntoCAPs -
Automotive Consumer Action Panels -
in various areas of the country. To find
out if there is one near you, contact
Alan Marlette, National Automobile
"Malf9S-ASsociation, gal-West Piiit
Drive, McLean, Va., 221011 telephone,
703-821-7070.
Here's how the panels work: Suppose
you have a complaint about a product.
-First try-the-retniter who'sditt it to you.
If that doesn't work, `go to the
- menufaettirer.-11-youvproblem is still
unresolved, try the appropriate CAP.
When the panel gets a complaint, a staff
member, goes to the manufacturer to
ask for a further check into the
pi ubLiii. -ffthe-consurrierts tthSaliSfied--
with the result, the case is presented-1o'
the panel which hears evidence from
both sides and recommends a set-
tlement. The recommendations are not
binding, but spokesmen for the panels
say the, suggestions are generally ac-
cepted.
The ground rules differ slightly from
industry to industry: the appliance
group generally does. not deal with
Items still covered by warranties; the
furniture panel, in contrast, only
handles complaints about products that
are less than a year old.
The experimental insurance panel
will try to focus on the types of com-
plaints which occur most frequently, •
but it will not deal with premiunrcateS
or underwriting -standards. Don'tivrite




FRANKFORT, KY. - The 1976-77
rural secondary-road -program or
Calloway County has been amended to
from State 
orizetaen Traadditional ptrioajn 
Secretary
etyy _
Announcement of the change came
Inhtf-CTRohe-ffS, v--Wo said that the
- additional project' will proiride
grading, drainage, and stone surfacing
• on 0.3 mile of Gilbert Graves Drive at
Murray State University.
Project costs will be financed out of
money already allocated to the county
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ON SALE THIS WEEK...
Volume 4 ONLY 2 49
VOLUME 1 49c
STILL ONLY




12019 9c I1MOUTHWASH 








0-Tips Swabs 170.oX 774
100% CORN
.Budget Broom EA $ 7 9
DECO










COST CUTTER EXTENDED PRICE SPECIALS:
Whenever we get a spetlal manufacturer's
allowance we pass the. savings on to you.
These reductions are usually good for more
than one .week






BEEF NYDIATED SOYA FLOUR MIX
Kroger's Pro 












Boiling Beef Ls 494
FIELD OLD FASHION
SAUSAGE









U.S. Gov't. Growled Choice Beef
CENTER CUT
CHUCK STEAK





W,th *his coupon and 510 00 purchose excluding items WIM ThiS coupon - ond S10.00 purchase. excluding items Mil En.MIprohibited by law ond, in uddition TO COST 01 Coupon NE DrOnibited by low ond in addition. to cost of coupon . MINIgm merchandise Subiect to opkilicoble toxes. Limit one. ExpiresMorch lo
merchandise Subiect 10 opplicoble Taxes '.iniT One ExpiTeS
ArealME MI _ March 1st
COST CUTTER "THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL":
Eoch week deep-cut specials in all depar-
tments plus bonus coupons for e-etea
sayings Cost Cutter This Week s Specials
signs will locate these values
U.S.D.A. Grade A
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U.S.D.A. GRADE A THIGHS OS
Fryer Drumsticks.. ... 894
' - 7
FAMILY PAR
Pork Steak  984
GENUINE DILI FED CHOPPED
Veal .Peaks
VINOLI
Smoked Picnics L. 694
KING COTTON COUNTRY STYLE SLAI
Sliced Bacon 




























5 LBS. CHOICE ROUND STEAK
5 LBS. LEAN PORK STEAK
5 LBS. KROGER GROUND BEEF
5 LEIS FRYER QUARTERS
S LBS. KROGER WIENERS
5 IBS PORK SAUSAGE
Circle B or Hunter s)
30 [erS ALL -




„;•-*BUTTERCRUST CORN OIL k SHASTA
With this coupon and 510 00 purchase excluding items
pron.b.ted by law and oddition to cost of coupon
merchandise Subiect to applicable taxes limit one Expires
Morch , •
:1111111111111111111 L$10 PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU TO REDEEM ALL THREE COUPCINS ilIlIllUlIllIll
\ilf" WW11-
Assorted Flavors




DonutsBREAD MARGARINE DIET DRINKS
Buy one 20 oz. loaf. . . 59'





KROGER SAND W101 OR
Hot Dog Buns
KROGER






















$ 1 Cheese Spread 
14 02.$ 1 29
PIG. 8
/0AIII Of ARC
Kidney Beans 2151 0!.
KROGER


























Maio Of Solf• Nisi's, NEM
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w =Swanson Dinners ": 6 MIR
10 LI. 
$1 49
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JANUARY CITIZENS OF THE MONTH — Terri Erwin
and Teddy Futrell were selected as citizens of the mon-
th for January at Calloway County High School Terri is
the-daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy M. Erwin, and is repor-
ter for the senior class, treasurer of the student council,
was named Fall Festival Queen, is an annual staff mem-
ber, a member of the quad state chorus, S. A. E., Beta,
Pep Club, Chorus, Speech Team, and a cast member of
the fall play. She attends South Pleasant Grove Church.
Teddy is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Futrell, and he was
Fall Festival King, and is a member of S. A. E., and the Pep
Club. He attends West Fork Baptist COurch.
Staff Photo by David 1411
11 ° NOSPIIM. NEWS
0e19-77 Farmington, Mrs. Susan S.
Shemwell, P. 0. Box 92,
ADULTS 116 Benton, Louis E. Phillips, 313
NURSERY 3 Walnut, McKenzie, Tn.,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS George W. Dowdy, Rt. 1,
Baby Boy Settle (mother Farmington,,. -Mrs. Louise
Deborah), 504 So. 11th., Hopkins, 205 Molton St., Hick-
Murray. Amur, Mrs. Nora- Vaughn, 611
DISMISSALS S. 9th., Murray, Mrs. Aline W.
Mrs. E. Jo Reeder, Rt. 5, Steele, Rt. 5, Murray, Roy H.
Murray, Mrs. Thelma Bailey, Jones, Kirksey, Coil C.
206 'E.' Walnut, Murray, J. Phillips, 1000-Poplar, Mareay,
Martin Wells, 816 Sha-Wa Jennings Richardson, Rt. "I,
Circle, Murray, Mrs. Barbara Hardin, Robert E. Swann, 1309
 L. Jones, Fox MeedewsB4, olive -Etvd:, -merrey, wetter
Murray, Mrs. Robbie L. W. Hutchens, 1704 Miller,
Barnett, Rt. 6, Murray, Mlaa Murray, Mrs. Mary H. Taylor,
Sherrie D. Tew, Rt. 5, Murray, RI. 1, Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Ruth
Jerry N. Darnell, Rt. I, B. Stephens, 310 North Jef-
Hardin, Miss Lisa M. Arnold, ferson, Clinton, Cammie E.
Rt. 3, Murray, Judson T. Cain, Rt. 1, Almo, William M.
Cummins, Box 421, Eddyville, Miller (expired), 710 Vine,
Miss Donna M. Whelan, Rt. 1, Murray,
Gray To Be Speaker
Representative J. R. Gray
of Benton will be the featured
speaker for the regular
quarterly meeting of the
Purchase-Pennyrile District
Agency Committee, on
Monday; February 28, at
Village Inn, Gilbertsville.
Gray, who represents the
Sixth House District of
Marshall - Lyon - Crittenden,
will explain the new judicial
system adopted by the




copy of The Money Lodger &
Times by 5:30 p. as. Moriday-
FrWay
.
 et by 3:30 p. oil Satur-
days ore resod to eel 753-1916
beam 5:30 p... mid 6 p. m.,
Mooday-friday, or 3:30 p.m.
mod 4 p. rn Saturdays, to Iwo
delivery ftb. iroorspapor. Calls
must be plood by 6 p. m. wink-
days or 4 p. mi. Satardays to
guarants• dollvery.
the outlines of the lowest level
District judge courts.
- Representative Gray serves
also as Business Agent of the
local union affiliated with the
International Association of
Machinists and Aerospace
Workers. It is the second
largest union under the um-
brella of the AFL-CIO.
President Ray Mofield is
urging all members and the
general public to attend the 10
a. m. speech by Gray. A
general discussion and
question-answer period will
follow Gray's talk, in the
Village, Room at Ky. Dam
State Park.
Members will eat lunch in
the Village dining room at
11:30 and follow this with a
short business session.
Visitors may feel free to leave
after Gray's address, or to
stay for lunch, Mofield said.
Gilbert Sears, area
representative of the
University of Kentucky Ex-
tension Service, is now ser-
ving as program coordinator
for the PPDAC.
Udall Inspetcts Strip Mining
Sites In Sputheastern State
"You -can't mine coal and KentuckT.-As the bill is also said that in some places a
leave a highwall. written variances will be decision: must be made that
• ,r` '"The mountain top removal granted where plans for mining won't take place ifdebate is more semantics than commercial, residential or destruction of the land wiflsubstance. I approve of commercial agricultural uses result. .mountala top removal. when it for the land can be shown. - .-.1iiith_men,„-hOwever „.-viare -is done properly." Andrus- ,- whi- agreed with impressed by the overallThe words, belonging to U. Udall on both the highwall and progress Kentucky has madeS. Rep: Morris Udall, are the mountain top removal with strip mine reclamation.sum of his and U. S. Interior questions, said that the Carter Udall said he felt "KentuckySec. Cecil Andrus' reactions to administration is solidly • in had cerne a long. way" iiridsoutheastern Kentucky strip support of the bill and that he that he apprecia-ted themining sites shown to them in wants to see it passed as soon_ coneerned attitude of statea recent helicopter tour, as possible. officials.
Udall, Andrus, Sen. Wendell Coal operators in the state 
,
_Noting that Gitv., _CartaFord and aides-tO senators Ed are afraidthatincreased costs favori-a Federal bill, he said,Muhle, Henry Jackson and will result from reclamation "With this kind of support weKentucky Sen. Waiter Hud- stipulations in the bill and that can write a bill that - willdleston were guests of Gov. they will be put at a corn- double coal production, butCarroll and state en- petitive disadvantage with saye the land so peonle canvironmental officials tO see coal from western states. ....._ - .  sustain 
. . 
mine coal, uin themselvesthe job Kentucky is doing with Andrus disagrees: "It will and bring themselves up."reclamation of strip mined put all operators on the same- The tour, which took theland. ground rules and at the same visitors to seven different sitesGov. Carroll, who has gone competitive 'level," he said. in Bell, Perry, Breathitt, .andon record in support of pen- The new interior secretary Viirel _counties. .was Abe_ding -federal -strir mine wh8-allid-Sotheitleitille wils - , result-ol-a-meeting betweengisliition written. by Udall, shown, "looked like the •.at.
wanted to - talk with the termath of World War III,"
Washington visitors about





secretary Robert D. Bell, are
worried about provisions of
the bill that call for returning
stripped land steeper than 20
degrees to its original con-
tours.
This would be done by
putting waste dirt or spoil
from strip mining back on the
highwalls, the bands carved
around mountains to get at
coal seams.
In a briefing of the visitors
before the tour at Pine
Mountain State Resort Park,
Bell told them, "Over the long
haul it is better to haul waste
to properly maintained haul
locations. In all instances
there should be a reduction of
the highwalls, but we're not ht
all certain that it is good from
an engineering standpoint to
'put it back on the slops.",
Later, Bell said that despite
his position, both he and
reclamation officials in his
de-emit:Tient:4'4 0i-favor of
eliminating the practice of
pushing spoil or overburden
over the hill from strip mine
sites.
"The Federal bill means
backfilling the spoil against
the highwall which, I'm
afraid, will cause some
erosion before the .material
settles.
"Later, spoil placed on a
steep angle to the top of the
highwall will separate from
• the highwall and tension
cracks will develop. This
situation will allow water to
percolate down between the
backfilled spoil and the face of
the original highwall. Portions
of the spoil then slump and
'creep' down the hill and
eventually the lip of the back-
filled slope, or the edge of
where the slope intersects the
original bench, will fail;" Bell
said.
Bell concludes that in no
way will the end result be the
approximate original contour.
What he will propose in
formal hearings on the bill is
some reduction of the highwall
with overburden covering
acid-bearing strata.
Waste area would be at a
slope of less than 20 degrees
not as steep as the original
slope.
Although there is a variance
position for the mountain top
removal technique, Bell and
Gov. Carroll both are worried
that criteria cannot be met for
the variance in Eastern
INCOME TAX PREPARATION
By Appointment Chdy-No Welting
$5 Discount To Students And Senior Citizens







Greetings from the Block office in Frankfort. All of us at the school have missed you
this fall, and I am sure we will miss you during the up-coming tax season. Here's
hoping you are enjoyilig your fetirement. 
. _
Your association with Us was one that will not be forgotten. We appreciate your long
,sincere service very rituch. *
According to our records you were employed by HI R Block for six years, as a con-
sultant as well as in charge of the night-time office. That was from January 1971
through April 15,1976. 1 .
You completed five HA R BLOCK Basic „Income Tax courses in 1970, 1971, 1972,
1973,1974, and one H& R. BLOCK Advance Intome Tax course in 1975.
John, if you are i er in Frankfort, do stop by and seeus. You will always be
welcome, and we can use your services anytime you might be free.
Sincerely yours,
G. Edwin Naecker, H & B BLOCK Franchise Owner
Special Tax Break for low income families wtth children:- "If For Professional Assistance
your total earned income is leas than $11,000, you may qua* for.
refund check of up to MOO - even if you owe no income tait. You 
Phone 753-5'791 For Appointment




Gov. Carroll and Andrus.
Gov. Julian Carroll (second from left) confers with US. Rep. Morris y440.-ancklIS.In-
tenor Secretary Cecil Andrus (right) as they prepare to inspect a strip mine site in
southeastern Kentucky. The two men were guests of the Governor op a helicopter
tour of strip mine operations in Eastern Kentucky Saturday. House and Senate interior
- committees are constderitig stripInine that may change methods of strip
Mining and land reclamation in the state. Udall is chairman of the House committee
and a,uthor of the bill.
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walking aids to assist in mobiliti.
During convalescence dipend on our
sickroom supplies. (tEGLEY1 
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Big John Is Blanketing The Area With His Low Shelf Prices
Royal Crown
DRINKS
heebie Tawn House Armour





—  Martha White Corn Bread or Corn
















19S$7 oz. pkg. Aisi
Banquet Frozen.











FACIAL TISSUE  200 box. 55'
R 84-oz box••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
_„, Gaines Puppy Chic (With coupon)
,. 
.Hyde Park Hyde Park Fresh Sweet
20 0 79, CANDYBab'   ‘Ruth  Bo Ar BRust t. erf in ge r
-0 akic 1 /‘ DOG FOOD 




(TELVEETA)7 2 lb. box




1/2 lb. sr ,b. 59$
Box of CHICKEN
Includes 9 Pe. Chicken
8 Potatoes 6 Rob
Carton of Cole Slaw
"Big John's Fresh Baked Treats Are







Every Health & Beauty Aid At Big John's
1
Rig. 1.53 Glum 7 ox





Reg. 1.82 Reg. & Hard-to-Hold Req. t1.SS Deodorant Rag. & Unseseta A 0 9$
Gill" DRY LOOK 7 lg. BAN ROLL-ON tsar'
Johnson & Johnson 11w. SHAMPOO Reg. $2.63
Jumbo Size

















11315n Era If! t
> . Gains Pupps ( hox e ..._
a.....
a.....
is....... , $119:".• 1 ' 36 ea. ea
It...,, 1a1 applicable to reg. Price. Limit one 4, coupon er fAmils at BIG potes's thro 3
























. FLOUR 5 lb. 594
Ta% applicable to ref; Price. Limit one
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OF VALUES












BONELESS ROUND lb. 127
U. S. Choice
TOP ROUND lb.$147
















Open 9 a. m.
to 9 p. m.
7 Days A Week!!
This Ad Good



















Fields All Meat or Beef
  lb.$1" WIENERS 
Country Style
SOUSE CHUNK .,:' .
Reelfoot Variety
LUNCH MEAT 

















 3 lb. pkg.$137
Flechtner Rope Style
SAUSAGE 







IS YOUR CARD PUNCHED?
In Big John's Cash Pot
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'Kentucky Governors' Gives Essay On Each Governor
FEBRUARY CITIZENS OF THE MONTH — Linda McCuiston and Michael Wells were
named the citizens of the month for February at Calloway County High School. Linda is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mason McCuiston, and here activities include
ceerieader,-secretary-treasurer of the senior class, chorus, 1. H. A...parliamentarian of  
thi-SX.E.Pep Club, Beta, student council, and fall play. She attends the New Concord —'---
Churchof Christ. Mike is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Wells, and his activities include
vice-president of the Spanish Club, Pep Club, and basketball. He is a member of the
Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ.
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances brake
- What Icind- of day- will
tomorrow be?. To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign:
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. Mt
Now's the tape to make the
first move toward the at-
tainment of a special goal. You
have plenty of stellar backing to
help you.
TAURUS 
dial"Apr. 21 to May 21i
Make no changes in matters
now running smoothly, but keep
looking, nevertheless, toward
areas in which there ,coald be
wheile new
tactics may be needed.
( 
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
Generous Mercury influences
make this an excellent day for
promoting --unusual ideas and
plans. Romance favored, also.
LAM._ EK
i June 22 to July 23) 80
Some favorable hours others
may present unexpected ob-
stacles. With a steady step and
self-confidence, however, you
can take all in stride.
( 
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23) 1̀244
Your financial situation about.
to improve. A member of the
opposite sex will provide useful
information -  and inspiration.
You will know what has to be
done.
VIRGO •
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
If a proposed plan is well-
-advised, accept - even though
it is unique. It could just prove
dri4
FOR THURSDAY,
to be one of your more in-
teresting challenges.
LIEtRA 
.1LenaSept. 24 to Oct. 23) --
Follow through on well-
devised plans and procedures
and don't be sidetracked by
nonessentials. Consider .the
suggestions of others but tailor
them to suit your own needs.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 4.2) rk er•
Introduce a new note
)perhaps a new purpose) for
'added incentive in making long-
range plans. Output will sub-
stantially improve by so doing.
SAGITTARIUS -7 • )ereet
4No.f. 23 to Dec. 21i
Trend is toward the_nottsual.
Rightly handled, this can be
pertinent, profitable. 'The
wiser votive .course, however,
should not be uncleKestimated at
the proper times.
CAfR1CORN 
)Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Tackle necessary---tasks- on'
time and with high hopes. Fears




Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
'.You could be tempted now ,to
turn from a profitable to a less -
productive course. Consider the
whole picture. Avoid the pitfalls
of heedlessness and haste.
PISCES -
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Avoid present tendencies
toward procrastination and
"fussiness" over detail& They









YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a remarkable
memory, and truly ex:
traordinary intuitive powers.
The latter gives you the ability
--- to act quickly - and correctly
- in emergencies; also acts as
a springboard in determining
your course as you pursue your
life goals. When the Piscean
develops his best qualities there
is no height which he cannot
attain, but, if indifferent or




YOUR VOTE AND INFEUENCF
IS APPRECIATEDr. THANKS
Pon/ Fo, By !he Cornrmffee fo f +et- I Benny Jackson
•toprwrw,




can easily slip into extremely
bad habits — becoming in-
dolent, self-indulgent,
vacillating and excessive in his
pursuit of pleasure. Here selt
mastery is a must. Properly
disciplined, Pisceans become
outstanding writers, musicians,
sculptors, leaders in maritime
affairs and statesmen. Birth-
date of: U.S. Admiral Chester
By Helen Price Stacy
Isaac §,helby was born in
'Maryland in1750, the year Dr.
Thomas Walker came through
Cumberland Gap. Later with
his parents he moved to
Virginia (now Tennessee),
fought with his father's
company at point Pleasant
and moved to Kentucky in
1783. At Boonesborough the
same year, he married
Susannah Hart. On June 4,
1792, Shelby bectime•the
Commonwealth's first
governor, and on Aug. 24, 1812,
its fifth governor.
Kentucky's second
governor, James Garrard who
was born in January 1749, was
a Sitarist preacher. Ac-
comPanTed-_-by : wife
Elizabeth Mountjoy Garrard,
he moved to Kentucky in 1783,
helped organize Cooper's Run
Church near Mt. Lebanon in
1787 and on June 1, 1796, was
elected governor.
Christopher Greenup, born
in Virginia around 1750,
married Mary Catherine
Pope, served as governor of
Kentucky from 1804 until 1809.
In 1811 he helped conduct a
lotter'y to build a church in
Frankfort.
These brief sketches are
from the book Kentucky
TALK MEET winners in the Calloway County 4-H Club
Talk Meet held Thursday, February 17,..at Murray State
University were, front row, left to tight, David Grady,
Michelle Jarrett, back row, Raymond Grady, Trisha Clark,
all in the junior age division, and Chuck Harrison, in the
senior age division. These 4-Hers will compete in the
Purchase Area Talk Meet to be held at Carlisle County.
The talk meet, sponsored by the Calloway County 4-H
Council and the Murray IGssfanis Club, opened with the
pledges to the American and 4-H flags being led by
Deanna Cunningham and Terry McDougal. Mistress of
ceremonies was Jo Beth Norwood.






Here's how you renoyate a pasture
by Warren C. Thompson
1
There are many different ways acreage and allow them to till
to renovate pastures. And all of the soil with, their feet as they
the methods work well when graze the growth closely. With
you follow these principles- ' this method, raise the seeding
Graze close prior to reno- rate to .10-20 pounds of red
vatton. This allows tillage tools clover per acre. Maintain the
to tear into sod more easily and ladino seeding rate of one, to '
gives clover a- better start and two pounds per acre. - - -
early, vigorous growth. Using a renovator seeder:
Test your soil and apply A once over renovator may be -
lime, phosphate and potash as used to eliminate the need for
needed tillage that disturbs the soil and
Select a quality red clo- sometimes leaves the ground
vet and certified ladino for best too rough to go over later with
results. And be sure to inoculate mowing equipment. If this
- your legumes prior to planting. method is used, special atten-
Even though many quality do- tion must be given to the
vers come' pre-inoculated, ' it's management of grass regrowth.
still a good idea to add a plant- After planting clover, the grass
erbox application of legume should be grazed or mowed
inoculant, not only to inoculate' closely to control grass compe-
the ladino but also to „give red tition. When the animals begin
clover that extra boost to help it eating the legumes, remove he
get established quicker, cattle until the legumes are
There are three basic ways established. Recommended
'to carry out the renovation seeding rate is 8-10 pounds redprocess, clover and one to two pounds
Conventional method: With ladino per acre.
a field tiller or disc harrow, open Approved herbicides can be
up 40-60% of the old grass sod. used to aid in grass suppression.
Just before seeding, smooth the These are normally applied with
ground and seed it - to 8-101, the-once-over reno0ator at seed-
pounds red clover and one to , ing. When using chemicals, be
two pounds ladino per acre. sure to read the label carefully
Trod-In-method: If the land and follow the manufacturer's
is too hilly or is excessively -recommendations ri°selSt
rocky, you can use a large Renovated fields should be
.,_
• number of livestock on a small kept grazed short until the live-
stock begin biting off tho. young















1 Mile E. of Murray on Hwy. 94
_Next to Darnell Narine
legumes. At 'that time, remove
the livestock to allow the clover
to become established (4 to 6
weeks). Then, either mow or
graze the pasture to best suit
your needs and to favor the
legume.
Grazing and fertility man-
agement of your renovated
fields is eisential- if you -
realize the. greatest return on
your investment. For this rya:
son, soil tests should be taken
regularly and renovated fields
should be top-dressed with
phosphate, lime and potash
according to need. Grazing
management is important, tow
Grass/clover mixtures may be
grazed from spring through fall,
bdt 2_to 3_ inches of top growth_
should remain at all times. Rota-.
tional grazing usually helps pro-
duce., the most feed from your
renovated fields. '
Warren C Thompson is a former Untver
sav of Kentucky. Fontge Extenvon Spe
nofist. He is cunently Manager of Forage
Marketing fpr ,North American Plant
Breeders, Mission Kansas 66205
Governors by Robert A.
Powell of Frankfort and give
only a, hint of the knowledge
contained in essays about
each of-Kentucky's governors,
including an essay and sketch
of Gov. Julian Carroll.
One of the most popular
early governors was George
Madison, born in 1783 in
Augusta County, Va., and
elected Kentucky governor in
1816. He lived only one month
after assuming the gover-
norship. His wife Jane Smith
had died five years before.
Kentucky's seventh
governor, Gabriel Slaughter,
was married three times, first
to a cousin Sarah Slaughter,
then to Sarah Hord and in 1811
to Mrs. Elizabeth Thomas
Rhodes. During his term in
office, Gov. Slaughter became
controversial chief
executive, andeffort was made
to remove him'from office.
Thomas Metcalfe, tenth
governor, was a stonemason
and still standing as testimony
of his skill is Kentucky's oldest
courthouse in Green County.
He died of cholera in 1855 and
is buried in the family
cemetery at his home "Forest
Retreat" in Nicholas County.
Born in Virginia, John
Breathitt was "the first and
only Democrat of the first 17
governors elected in Ken-
tucky." He died during his
second year in office and was
succeeded by Gov. James
Morehead, the first native
Kentuckian chief of state.
Charles Morehead II of
Virginia was grandfather of
James Morehead and grand-
father as well of Charles S.
Morehead, who was Kentucky
Governor in 1855-1859. Charles
Morehead II was the great
grandfather of Simon Bolivar
Buckner, governor from 1887
til 1891.
On the day James Clark was
tuinougced officially as winner
of the governor's election - he
was the 13th chief of state - the
papers also carried news of
the death of his wife Margaret
Buckner Thornton.
Each essay is accompanied
by a pen and ink sketch by
Powell, a Kentucky Heritage
Artist.. -Many pages are
devoted to interesting facts
and sketches of outstanding
buildings and Powell gives
many political, historical,
genealogical and other facts of
each goVernor.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION WEEK — Murray City Mayor
John Scott has proclaimed the week of March 1-7
"Physical Education Week" in Murray, according to a
proclamation signed here Friday. With Mayor Scott is
Dr. Brinda Smith, president-elect of the Kentucky
Association for Health, Physical Education and
Recreation. The event is in cooperation with the
American Alliance for Health, Physical Education and
Recreation.
Stan Photo by David Ha
Waste paper is expected to
account for 26 per cent of total'
fiber used in paper production
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Carroll Announces Names Of 16 Delegates To National Meeting
Gov. Julian M. Carroll has
announced the names of 16
, delegates who will represent
' the concerns of handicapped
Kentuckians at a national
conference to be held in
Washington this spring. He
made the announcement at a
luncheon held in Louisville
recently by the Kentucky
Conference on Handicapped
Individuals..
The delegates were chosen
by the conference's planning
committee which organized
four consumer meetings last
fall. The committee presented
the Governor with the results--
a 97 page report-at the lun-
cheon.
The announcement of the
delegates, who will vote on
issues '.brought before the
national conference, is the
final step in an eight-month
effort to solicit and compile












health and welfare begin
hearings on the various
aspects of the report I have
received from you today,"
said Governor Carroll. Rep.
Jerry Klier (D-Louisville),
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chairman of that committee,
attended the luncheon.
Also present were United
States congressman Ron
Mazzoli; head of the state
Department for Human
Resources-- Peter Conn;
Superintendent of Public In-
struction James Graham; and
about 200 individuals who
attended the fall conferences
on handicapped.
Governor Carroll praised
the SUCCesSeS _of existing
programs in the state, noting
that Kentucky ranks tenth in
the nation in the success of
rehabilitation services, but
that "we still have a long way
to go."
_ Jack Smith, executive
director of the national White
House Conference on Han-
dicapped Individuals, believes
that Kentusky's -efforts have
reached the grassroots of the
problems of the handicapped
in the state. "We are realizing
that separate but equal is not
enough. Attitudinal barriers
are the greatest barriers
keeping people from people,
and people from ac-
complishments," he said.
Smith, who uses a wheelchair,
believes these conferences are
a chance for handicapped to




A local Social Security
spokesman reminds us that
people who receive checks
from Social Security need to
report certain things. He
states that what a person
needs to report depends_ on
what kind of check he gets. He
supplied the following lists
and asked us to remind you
that- these things can be
reported by calling the
Paducah Social Security office
at 443-7506 Or the Mai,field
Social Security office at 247-
8095.
If you receive_ the gold
Supplemental Security In-
come check you need,. to
report:
- if you or anyone who
lives with you moves.
- if anyone else comes to
live with you.
- if your income-changes.
- if you inherit or are given
any land, money, property, or
anyting else of value.
- if you dispose of any
property. •
- if you get married.
- if you are married, if you
stop living with your spouse.
- if you enter a hospital or
nursing home.
- if you are under. age 65,
you must report any im-
provement in your medical
condition.
If you get the green
disability check under Social
Security, you should report:
- if you move.
- if your medical condition
improves or if you return to
work.
- if you start receiving
Workman's. Compensation
payments.
If you get the green check
from Social Security which is
not disability, you would need
to report:
- if you move.
- if you go to work and will
earn over $3,000.00 in 1977.
- if you are working,
report if you stop.
- if you get married or
your marriage ends.
- if your child stops at-
tending school, or goes to
work, or moves.
One farrnworker was able to
produce farm products for four
persons in 1820. Improved tech-
nology and specialization en-
abled a single farmworker to




In Shop, Spraying of Yard Furniture 'Shutters - Etc
Parking Lot Striping
We Are Fully Insured •
No Job Too Large or Too Small
FREE ESTIMATES




406 Sunbury Circle, Murray
•
_
The state report, a com-
pilation of the concerns of
1,000 persons who attended the
state's four conferences, is an
"assessment of the prOblems
confronting the 432,000 han-
dicapped Kentuckians as
experienced in everyday
living, says the introductltia.
While addressing a myriad
of specific. problems, the
report also reveals the
LENDING. AN EAR . . . Gov. Julian M. Carroll (center)
visits with jack Smith (left), eltecutive director of the
national White House Conference on Handicapped In-
dividuals; Mary Louise Sandman, director for Kentucky's
conference; and Bill Nicol, chairman of the state plan-
ning .Committee. The occasion was a luncheon held by
Kentucky's Conference on Handicapped "Individuals
committee which presented Governor Carroll a 97-
page repiirt,tbe results of Jour consumer meetings on





magnitude of crcern over
negative attitudes on the part
.colployffs.so-workars
peers of handicapped persons.
To help dispel] the negative
attitudes of some employers,
the report suggests that a
study be made which com-
pares accident rates for
handicapped and non-
handicapped employes. If the
accident rates are higher for
handicapped employes than
for compensation to em
ployers who hire handicapped
workers, the report recom-
mends. But, if the rates are
the same, this information
should be- widely. publicised
among the general public,
employers and insurance
companies.
The report also emphasized
the need for more educational
and vocational training op-
portunities for handicapped,
so they can compete on the job
..44tric4 for sami41411ed and
skilled jobs.
And, in the area of health
concerns, the report
recommends the development
of a screening program, to be
held at health departments.
for all children. Currently, the
Department for Human
Resources conducts a
screening program, called the
-Early and P_eriodie-Ser_eening.
Diagnosis: and Treatment
Program, but it is only for low-
income families who receive
Medical Assistance.
The problems created by
architectural barriers
received our attention,
'resulting in the consensus that
existing laws, which require
accessible design, need to be
enforced. Architectural ac-




designed to trace the ability of
beginning violin students to
understand basic concepts of
music has been instituted at
North Calloway Elementary
School by the Department of
Music at Murray State
University.
Funded by a $2,340 grant by
the Committee on Institutional
Studies and Research at
Murray State, the study will
reach more than 65 students in
grades one through four
during the spring semester.
Students in the music
classes of Mrs. B. J. - Berrill
will be given a series of
ElSPEED QUEEN'i
beginning violin lessons by
Katherine E. Mason M
Murray, a senior music major
at Murray State and an in-
structor in the Junior String
Program.
Lessons will be videotaped
for future study to aid in
determing proper in-
structional sequences to be
used with young violin
students.
The study has been
arranged by David Nelson,
assistant professor of music at
Murray State, in cooperation
with Mrs. Berrill and John
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installation of a ramp for
wheelchairs, or doors which
are operribieand.wide enough--
for persons in wheelchiars.
The existing architectural
barriers law requires that
public buildings be designed
so they are accessible.
The national- conference is
scheduled for May_.*27.. in
Washington, Dr. Rauits of
this and Kentucky's efforts
should have far-reaching
effects- on -legislation and
increase public awareness of
the needs of handicapped
individuals, said Ms. Mary
Louise Sandman, executive
director of the Kentueky
Conference on"- Handtelfitied. -
The following individuals
have been selected as
delegates: Harvey J. Corson.
Ph.D., Danville; Ms. Ursula
Davidson, Carrie; Ms. Sandra
Deat00. Lexington; . Ms. Billie
Downing-, Murray; Ms. Mary
Fischer, Newport; Ms. Janice
Garrett, Lexington; Ms.




Burnii, Moore, Melvin; Mr.
William H. Nichol, Jr.,
HopkinsviHt; Mr. Carl J. Ruh.
Ft. Mitchell; Ms. Mary
Louise Sandman, Louisville;
Ralph Sinning, D. C.. Ft.
Thomas; Ms. Ellen Wiggin-
ton, Lexington; Ms. Sherry
Younce, Thelma.
As required by the national
conference guidelines, half of
the delegates must have
handicapping conditions, 25
per cent must be parents or
guardians of handicapped,
and 25 per cent can be service








I REG. 229.95, INCLUDING YOUR CHOICE
OF PREMIUMS
• 4-Cycle timer for all fobrpcs
• Automat c 5 to 10-minute cool.
down period on all cycles • 5
Position temperature setting
• End-of-cycle buzzer signal with





• Pre-wash soak cycle • Dur-
able Press cycle • Regular
wash cycle • Water level se-
lection • Porcelain enamel tub
USE OTASCO CREDIT!
Sole Prices Good They Saturday at 0••• 600 Store, Th,oughoo the South ol.sd Southwest
Bel-Air Shopping Center 753 8391












you to being your
Volkswagon, Porsche,






•s proud to announce FIN
DOUGIM is associated with
University Barber Shop along
with ma sacona. For hair
styling, razor cut, layer cut w
regular hair cut, they invite
you to come by.
No Appointmeat Necessary
7531153 NA N. llith
^ Plenty of Perking
HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Monday-
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday 7:30-
3:30° Appointment at
home. Call if needed 753-
3685.
DO YOU blieve the Holy
Bible is God's inspired
'Word? Would you like 16
learn More about God's
plan for you?,Call 753-
0984. It is not a recor-















Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDLINE, 753-
6333.












weekend at Ky. Lake
Music Barn. Come join
the fun and be a winner.







FOR FREE OIL and








Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
ArtcraIt, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free' parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
NOTICE
In order to do our
part the members










5 Lost And Found
LOST 16" SAFETY rim, 8
fly tire with 8 lug holes.
Reward offered. Call
753-5949. -




off Highway 732. Call
436-5414.
6. Help Wanted
EARN °NEV. No in-
vestment. Take catalog
orders for Lisa Jewelry.
Call toll Free 800-631-
1258.
WANTED FULL time
day car hostess and part
time night car hostess.







envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
COMPANY WILL PAY
$50 to person who fur-
nishes us with name of
someone who will
purchase siding, room


















person at Roy Harmon's







753-9520 after 3 p.m.
EXPERIENCED
upholsterer wanted.
Apply in person at
Direct Furniture, 1 mile
East of Murray on, 94.
WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim. 
WalterHomes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a






BABYSII TER wanted in
or around Hazel, Ky.
Call 492-8849.
12. Insurance
Pardon mad Tburinaniteal Estate
753-4451
Office Noyes 11:00-500



















202 Sowth 4th Street
Phone 753-3263
13 For Sale Or Trade
ONE x 8 wood barn, and





Lake with new 130' well
and pump for good ni
ton truck with 16' to 29'
van. Call 753-9647 or 436-
. 2575.
14. Want To Buy
COINS AMERICAN anti





Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
15 Art:cles For Sale
HALF PRICE - Com-
plete -water clarifier -
system, $200. Used only
3 months. Call 435-4413.
HOSPITAL BED and
mattress used one week.
Excellent condition. Call
435-4355 or 345-2391.
FOR SALE: Oak and
Hickory wood, $12.50
rick delivered. Call 437-
4731 or 437-4346';
.„
BE GENTLE, be kind, to
that expensive carpet,
clean with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric sham-




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
For Sale








Uncle Jeff, Shopping Center
TOBACCO STICKS for




solid colors can be in-
stalled by amateur.








ROPER -  AVACADO
green gas range, self
cleaning oven, used only
3 Months. $200. Medium
size gas heater, new
parts inside. $35. Call
753-3277. '
SALE CHAINSAW
chains, 31i" or 404 pitch.
Enough for 12" bar,






frame, foot board and





niture. Buy and sells.
Call 489-2752.
TWO REFRIGERATORS
AND STOVE, air con-
ditioner- for sale. Call
753-4091 after 5,753-0764.
TWO END TABLES, 1
coffee table and air
condition. Call 753-3371.
BROWN AND BEIGE












500 Maple Street. Free
hose attachment with
the purchase of every
upright . Rebuilt
vacuums starting at
$45.04). We rebuild your




Machine, zig zag and all
regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Fully
cash price $39.50. Call
Martha Hopper 1-354-
8619.
FOR SAI.E - zig zag
sewing machine. Full









tires. In need of minor
repairs. Priced for quick
sale. Call 753-0463 after 6
p.m.
FISHING BOAT, motor,
trailer and all ac-
cessories. Call 489-2394.
1672 CASE 576, only 500
hours. Used for mowing.
Gas. No equipment.
$4500. Call after 5 p. m.
435-4380.
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for. spring. Agri-
Products has them. Call
753-2958.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing





repair days at A and I
Ford Supply in Paris
can mean real savings
to you. New hose
assemblies made while
you wait, new ends or
splices on old hoses at
low prices with no labor
charge. Low prices on
cylinders. A and I Ford
Supply on Highway 54
West in Paris. Last year




engine, la speed pad.
ranger transmission,
new paint. $3500 or best
offer. Call 436-5353.
D-6 DOZER, good engine,
good under-carriage.
Looks good. $3500 or
best offer. Call 436-5353
TWO 2" Gasoline pumps.
t all after 1 p.m. 753-
8552.
FOR SALE 23" 10 speed
Azuki bicycle. Can be




lift type, perfect con-
dition. Call 436-5870.
- CONTACT VIT6T KY
• Grain., Handling
Equipment, 1-3445-2120 or
•:345-2633., for Farm Fan
Dryers. Seven pert cent
Pre-Sea Son • Discoun't
through Vetiruary.
JOHN DEERE 1240
planter. Used 2 years.
Perfeet condition, -Call
after 5 p. m. 753-4503.
20 Sports Equipment
Pi II. P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling
motor. 35 h. p. Evinrude.
Call 753-8127 -
A ROI  ' T MAT _5.5 
horse power Evinrude
_motor, and . cam-
per-sleeps four. To be
sold together-$1650 or
best offer. Contact
Gunner Nance at 753-
4015 or 753-8300.
16' SWISS Six ski boat. 90
h. p. Johnson, trailer,,
skis and all gear. $1100.
Call 753-2248 after 6 p.
22. Musical
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, sent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across





stored locally. Reported Site
new. Responsible party am
Mire at big saving on low
payment balance. Write Joplin











NEW 23 CHANNEL CB
radios. Full power, full
modulation, fully
guaranteed. $47.88.
Antbnpas, trunk or roof




You save more at our
liquidation store.
23" QUASAR color T.V.
Console, Excellent
condition. $175. Call 753-
6097.
TV SALE. Drive to cube
and save. We have the
lowest prices on all
Zenith TV's. . Shop
around and compare.
Sisson's Zenith Sales,










made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.















space available. ' We
buy, sell or horsetrade,
607 South 4th. Call 753-
9647.
26. TV-Radio
ROBYN 23 CHANNEL CB
radio and PA system.
Call 753-1842.
27, Mobile Home Sales
1969 ALL ELECTRIC
Hillcrest mobile home.









mobile home 10 x 56, 3
bedroom furnished. Call
753-5287.





EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p. m. 901-247-
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
1973 ATLANTIC mobile
home, 12 x 65, partially
furnished. Call 437-4631
after 6 p.m.
10 x 50 TWO BEDROOM,




x 72, 2 bedrooins, 1 bath,
living room,' den with
bar, all electric, fully
carpeted. Call 436-5455.
1971 HOWARD JOHNSON
12 x 70. Two bedroom







Call 753-1493 after 5 p.m.




Washer & Dryer con-
nections in use now. One
large 12' by 11 storage
building Insulated and
lined, one 5' by 8' steel
storage shed. All on four
nice lots 100' by 220'.
Jast 3 minutes away
frm lake. Excellent
well and septic system.
Under $9,000.00. Call 753-
53526:00 a. m. to 6:00 p.
m.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
ONE TRAILER, 54 x IO.
On private lot on Blood
River. lake. $60 month.
Call 436-2427.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
QUALITY AND SELECTION
An idemi 3 bedroom home with fireplace, patio, control beet mid
or. end garage. This owtstendisig bans is lecarlai en) phis acres
of proporni. MUNI to till- mid 40s.
Two miles mat of Alerray • 3 bedroom Imam ea 100' z 150' lot
with 5 additimel acres. fee *Maid* stomp end priced fee witty
$32,000. ,
Looking for yew first beam • charming 4 room home en a 50
75 lot anion' the city, Only $14,900. r
Different awl voiles -.3 bedroom home wit% .30 z40 Weide
shop Toe most see it sad priced in the mid 20s.
Wilson




mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30. Business Rentals
FOR RENT Beauty Shop
booth. Call 753-9809.
31 Want To Rent
WANT TO LEASE air
cured tobacco base. Call
436-2149.
32. Apartments For Rent
NICE FURNISHED
apartment. May be seen





garbage disposal, lots of








hookup, central heat and







Private patio. Call 753-
7550.
TWO BEDROOM fur-
nished brick. $150 a
month. Near, cpmpus.
Call 753-7698 between 5-7
D. m. M-F:










apartment for four. Call
753-0669 or 7575.
33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436-
2510.
34 Houses For Rent




bath, near Taylor Store.
Call 753-7673 or 753-1559.
36. For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 an 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
37 Livestock Supplies
FIVE WHITE faced cows
and calves. $1250. Six




puppies, 8 weeks old.
Also 2 white German
Shepards, 5 months and
1 year old. Call 753-6412
or 753-0957 after 4 p.m.
Zoned B-2; Ideal for any Professional Medical
practice, Insurance or Real Estate office. Over
2,000 sq. ft. of usable space, newly redecorated.
Call David King - 753-8355
FARM MACHINERY AUCTION
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1977 10:00 AM.
Rain or Shine
LOCATION: FARMERS LIVESTOCK AUCTION, Mayfield, Ky.
NATIONWIDE TRACTOR SALES is conducting the 2nd Annual Farm
Machinery Sale in connection with the Production Credit Association in
Mayfield, KY.
This is an OPEN sale to all area farmers that have machinery to sell or that need
to buy good used machinery. NATIONWIDE will have a representative there Thur-
sday and Friday to unload and check-in your machihery
EQUIPMENT:
1974 4000 Ford Diesel; 2155 Oliver tractor; two 494 A JD Planters w/Fert.. two
Livestock 16' trailers; 960 Case Combine w/13' head, two Heavy Rome Offset
Discs; New Idea manure spreader, late Model; 10' Long wheel disc; MF Forklift; 9
Tooth Ripper; JD 6x16 steerable plow; JD 2 Tooth Ripper 4000 Ford tractor, P.S.,
Live PTO; 14' JD AW disc; 4620 JD tractor: two INC 6' Spring Foot cultivator; F
Gleaner Combine w/2 Heads; 8 row IHC 296 Planter w/ Markers. like new; AC XT
19-6 tractor; 2 ton Chev..Grain truck; 14' AMCO Disc.. like new; 5600 Ford tractor,
diesel, 200 hours; JD 5x16 Steerable Plow; 20 Tooth Double Spring JD Chisel
Plow; two sets of JD Duals; Super A tractor w/cultivator: 10' Wheel Disc; 20'
Wheel Disc; INC 4 row Planter w/fert.; AC D17 Diesel; Lime Truck; 20' Rotary
How: 9 Row AC NO-Tin Planter; 1066 INC tractor, A-1; 3 Pt. 5 BT. Plow; 9' Chisel
Plow, 8 row JD Tool Bar Planter: 4 row Cult; one set IHC Duals; NH Bailer; 1370
Case trac.; JD six Rol Spring Foot Cult.; G Cleaner Comb. witwo Heads; 11'
Chisel Plow; 13' AW JD Disc; 4 Row Oliver Planter; 6 Row AC No-Till Planter; ;
Wheat Drill; 1972 410 Diesel Combine, 13' Head, pickup reel, Header Control Cab
w/ 4 Row Narrow Corn Head; 4 Row Cult.; 13' AW JD Disc; 6006 Deutz Trac., 3 yrs.
old; Ford F 600 truck w/hoist: Sprayer; 4 Row Planter; Wheat Drill; 4 Row Cult.: 4
Row ROtary Hoe; 12' Wheel Disc; 7' Bush & Bog Disc; 7' Grader Blade; 3 Pt: 6"
Bush Hog; Auger Wagon; 1953 Cub Farman w/sickle mower, 14" plow. 1 row
Cult.. Harrow,.-2 Row Planter, 5' disc; 8 N Ford trac.; 601 Ford trac; 1066 tractor
AMCO Disc, 13' like new; K Gleaner Combine; 8' Wheel ark; 4000 Ford, i968-
model: three 14" Plows, 3 pt.: Burch Wheel Disc. JD 4 Rol Planter: 1974
5000 Ford. 600 hrs.; Ford 4x14" Plows, Model F 140; 1060 Case Combine; 4x16"
AC Plows; 4 Row Cult.; 13' AC Disc, 20- Blades; 1976 AC 185 Trac., 40 hrs.; AC 4
Row No Till Planter; Oliver 770 Tractor, 2 Row Planter; Case 660 Combine, JD
Wheat Drill, 13 Hole w/7" Spacing; Case Combine wi'2 Heads; 2 Row JD Cult.: 6
Row IHC Planter *Jet; INC 815 Combine w/6 Row Head and 13' Platform;
.1961 IHC 1890 V6 Diesel truck-tractor w/Hdbbs gain Trailer, tandem 32'; 1964
Ford truck-tractor, single 24' Trailer; 4 Row AC Planter: Gehl Mill: Ford 230 19'
Wing Disc; two ford 2 Row Cult.; 13' Kewanee Disc; 12' EZ Flow; 1973 Chev. 2
ton Grain Bed 14' w/hoist: JD Wheat Drill. 13 Hole, 7" Spacing; INC Mill; 4020
JD 1971, fully equipped, A-1 95 JD Combine, 14' Grain Header; one Heavy 3 Pt.
Blade, & Row 30- Quick Tach. MF Head; 4 Row Thrifty Cult.; 19/4 Cab-Over Ford
2 Ton w/ihetal bed: AC Heavy Cutting Disc, Case 5x16 SteerableI Plow; one Farm
Hand M-11-1:- Spraye;.,-3 Pt. 3x16" Plows; INC Ifila; Ford Comb.: 400 Bushel Auger
Wagon; JD 25 A sprayer; 1972 AC 180 Trac.; 7x14" Plows, 12' Wheel Di4c., 2 BT.
Plow, Cultimulcher; 10' IHC Wheel Disc.
THIS IS A SALE YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS. LAST YEARS SALE WAS A
BIG SUCCESS AND THIS ONE SHOWS SIGNS OF BEING "BIGGER AND
BETTER"
SALE CONDUCTED BY
NATIONWIDE TRACTOR SALES, INC.,
Sikeston, Mo. 63801 Ph. 314-472-0086
A good name is rather chosen than many riches Proverbs 21 a.'
IN THE AUCTION BUSINESS WE'LL SEE THAT OUR GOOD NAME IS UN-
SURPASSED
C. Kenneth Hull, President
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=MEM
1203 Olive St. - 4
bedroom, 21/2 bath
frame home with







Captain D's. Call 753-
8080 or come by 105 N.




Danny Kay; near water.
Or will trade for self-
contained trailer. Call
502-444-6657.
175 ACRE FARM located
on State Line Road only
seven miles south ' of
Murray. Large amount
of tendable land, some
additional land that
could be cleaned up and
some wooded land.
Tendable land has been
in beans. Good road
frontage. Also county
road access on other





just listed in Canterbury
Estates. Home is less











Large 2 car attached







low 50's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for more in-
formation.
REAL, ORS







town. Will consider best
offer before March 7.
Call 753-9710 after 3 p.m.
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
43. Real Estate
I.DTS - LOTS LOTS--
We still have several
desirable lots left in
Westwood Subdivision.
Paving, city water and,
sewer included in price,
of lots. Prices start at








bedroom, 11/2 bath stone
home on South 13th
Street with central gas




4th bedroom. Call 753-,
8080 or come by 105 N.




spending the summer in
your own pool. You will
have plenty of room with
4 bedrooms, living room
and dining area and 2
baths. This L-shaped
home is in an excellent




duplexes.... Let us be of
service to you. Loretta





FOR SALE OR LEASE
by owner. 1200 to 1400 sq.
ft. of space on well
traveled street in
Murray. Available on
short or long term basis.
Suitable for professional




HAMLN, KY. a house
and one acre of land on
Ky 949 and McFarlane
Road. Good well and
septic system. Many
large trees for a nice
shady homesite. Call
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or Pam
Rodgers, 753-7116.
44. lots For Sale
FOR SALE BY OWNER.
Only 31/2 miles from
court square. Three
acre lots for sale for
residential develop-
ment. Lots located east
of Murray on Squire
Workman Rd. Water is
provided. Call David
King, 753-8355.





641 Auction House, Paris, Tenn.
This week Scottie will be here from St. Louis. Big
oak dresser, Chippendale dining table, old oak kit-
chen cabinet, oak icebox, walnut washstand, an-
tique bedroom suite, some tools, appliances,






Ind.ytdual Male or Female needed full or part-time to ms•
trrbute world famous Kodak film n and other photO•prOduC1S
throbgh company established local•ons Make this your
year for independence $4995 00 investment- Guaranteed 12
month merchand,se repurehase agreement
CALL Mr Morton (Toll Fiee)1•800-848-1200 or Collect A614-22161751
Monday to Friday. 9 a m to 6 p m Sat 9 a m to Lp m E.S.T.
Or Write FIRESTONE PHOTO CO.,
FIRESTONE BUILDING SINCE 1946
162 N 3rd St . Columbus Ohio 43215
Flying Service Operator Wanted
The Murray-Calloway County Airport- -Board is
accepting applications from qualified parties to
provide flight services (air charter, flight in-
struction,. and aircraft mental) at the Murray-
Calloway County Airport, Murray, Kentucky
through Match 15, 1977. Interested parties should
submit applications to Dr. Hugh L. Oakley,
Chaiiman,' Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board, 1312 Olive Boulevard, Murray, Kentucky
12071.
45. Farms For Sale
IDEAL 80 ACRE farm for
sale by owner. Ap-
proximately 60 acres
tillable, road frontage,
priced less than $700 per
acre. Call David King,
753-8355.
10 ACRE FARM for sale.
Four miles South on 121.
Three bedroom stucco
house, stock barn, hog
parlor, all under hog
fence. Call 753-0978 if
interested.
THREE BEDROOM
brick,. just - been
decorated, inside and
out. 1702 College Form
Road. Call 753-5287.
MUST SELL!! Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 sq.








IN SHERWOOD Forest, 3
bedroom brick with 21/2
baths, den with
fireplace, formal dining
room, large living room,
half basement. Call 753-
8138 after 4 pirg
BUY DIRECT from
owner and save. Cir.
carama Subdivision,
large 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
living-dining room,















BY OWNER -3 bedroom,
attached garage, garden
spot, apple trees, shade
trees on 641 South. Will
accept offers. Call 753-
0154. -
60 ACRES AND large
brick home just listed.
Located 7 miles from
Murray with frontage on
major blacktop High-
way. Several excellent
building sites, pond, lots









bike. Ride all day for
pennies. Charge
overnight. Ideal for
commuting to town or to




Only 1500 miles. Call
after 4 p. m. 753-3143.
1974 TRAIL 70. Great
condition. $200. Call 753-
7228 ask for DOug,
YAM-Mt* MINT Endilro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975




ONE SET of mags, tires,
adaptors and steering
wheel to dress up V.W.
All for $75. -Call 753-0605.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1957 FORD piekup with
camper, $295. 1960 Ford






like new. Must sell. Call
767.2357.
"WE FEEL THAT YOUR FIRE-StVE
CHATS WOULD BE MORE FOLKSY
WE SHOWED YOU SPLITTIN6 THE
WOOD."




dition. $1250. Call 489-




dition $600. ('all 753-
_ 8649. Call anytime.
1967 INTERNATIONAL




wheel drive. 1967 Ford
pickup truck. Call 753-
3047.
1974 t-35 Renegade jeep
for sale. In good con-





1972 K-5 BLAZER 4 wheel
drive. $2900. Call 489-
2570.
1969 FORD pickup. F-100.
Standard with air. $700.
Call 753583.
1969 PONTIAC Ventura, 4
door air all power.
52,000 actual miles.
-Excellent look and
condition. $700. Call 753-
4891.
1972 CHEVROLET, 2
door, air, and power,
good mechanical con-
dition. Good tires. $1100.
Cell 753-7508.
1965 V. W. with square





and air. Good condition.
$695. Call 753-8504 after 5
p.m.
1976 FORD 150, 4 wheel
drive, red with power
steering and brakes.
Call 492-8269 after 6 p.m.













$1050. Call 753-8216 after
5 p.m.
1959 FORD F-600, good
bed and lift. Runs. $850.
Call 753-0150.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 FIREBIRD, ,;old.
custom striped. AM-FM




van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 492-
8441.
1973 CHEVY,  32 000 V.8
automatic, power
steering, power brakes
703 South 4th Street
1975 CORVET1tE Call
after 5, 753-5006- or 753-
7408.
1968 CANIARO R-S. Clean
2 dour . hardtop.
automatic, V-8: air.
power steering, and
brakes. $1095. Call 753-
4428 after 5 p m. 753-
9739.
50 Campers




Sleeps six. (3l. 753-4904.
1972 FAIR% \ V' Travel

























ficient servile.- NO job
• too small Ernest
White, 754-4,4,
FOR A FREE estimate
on all sturii, removal.
Contact K and -Stump
Removal. 4 ',5-4343 or
753-9490.
Manager Needed
Salaried position, Bonus Plan, Company Paid In-
surance.




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LE6DING BRANDS OF COSME S
51. Services Offered
EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to cogaplete





rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison 7534429 after 4_
p. m.
GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes -
-autos "Stores: M and-G
Complete Glass,





rocked. Sand and lime







Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
CAKES FOR ANY oc-
casion, and for wed-
dings. Various sizes and
shapes. Prefer one week
notice in advance. Call
Polly Lamb, 489-2602.
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
ELECTRICAL WIRING
















by Sears save on these
Pugh heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor

















10 a.m. 2 p.m.
William West








i struction Rinite 2,
Box 409 A Paducah. •Ky.





Call Ralph Worley, 753-
0708.
ELECTRICAL • REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water























WILL DO inside or out,
side painting and small
carpentry work. Phone
527-9959.
TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Call J. R.
Hamilton, 753-8500.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
WILL DO babysitting in
my home for child, 1













carpenter work or light
hauling. 753-4707.
SALE: KIIREY Carpet
(are. Steam clean one
room at 8 cents per sq
ft. and we will clean the
hallway free, limit 4 x
10 A 10' x 10' room




work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2.58&. -
53 Feed And Seed
1,000 LB. ROLLS of Jap
Hay. $15.00 roll. Call 436-
2149.
54. Free Column





FREE - HALF grown
persian cat. Black and
white. Female. Sweet
and loving. Call 753-3535.- --
after 5:001
FREE - NINE week old
part-husky puppy. Black
with white and brown -
markings. Holds her tail






Healthy and cute. Will







5425,00 up, floored. reedy to oso. Also precut. yee Wild. es
low as $300.00. 1 I up to 24 a 60 stawderd, but will preset
any sins weeded. Ivy tit* best for less.
CUSTOM RUNT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-09114
Make Money By Saving!
1. How tan you make money?
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded-items that are
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How can you save money?
Ans. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger S. Times is having during the month of March to sell all thote items
sou have gathered together.
3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the ledger & Times during the month of March. Every fourth day your
classified ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad
every fourth day. Prices remain .the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you
are a regular customer of the. classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for kiar-
ch you will automatically re( eise the benefits from this sale.
4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone:
The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
v No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first. -
v No rebate wili be given if ad is cancelled before ex-
piration.
All staodard rates on classified display and classified ads
















S. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. VOL SAN I MONEY There is no was yogi an lose it you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.



















PRICES GOOD THRU MARCH 1, 1977.
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED.
IGA We-Accept Food Stamps ICA
BISCUITS














BOLOGNA12 oz. PKG. . . . 90
FRESH. LEAN
PORK










c) *ASST. FRUIT°4 PK
DANISH ROLL 59c
BUNNY° 14 oz. PKG.
HARD ROLLS 69c

























BARTLETT PEARS . Lb 39
HIGH IN VITAMINS
































czi • 1 Lb. PKG.
4 For
Bush Showboat Pork'n
 141 2 OZ. 23'
51b.
BAG
BATHROOM
TISSUE
4 ROLL PKG.
69'
NORTHSIDE:
NO WINNER
This Week $300
GOLD MEDAL
FLOUR
690
QUAKER
QUICK
OATS
18 oz. PKG.
53'
BANQUET•FROZEN
POT PIES
80.
PKG.
MOORE'S•FROZEN•1 Lb.
ONION RINGS
TASTE-0-SEA•FROZEN
FISH STICKS 
1 Lb. IIoz
 79'
PARAMOUNT•QUART
POLSKI WYROB
PICKLES 79c
SOUTHSIDE:
NO WINNER
This Week $300
